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Abstract Climate model outputs are commonly corrected using statistical7

univariate bias correction methods. Most of the time, those 1d-corrections do8

not modify the ranks of the time series to be corrected. This implies that bi-9

ases in the spatial or inter-variable dependences of the simulated variables are10

not adjusted. Hence, over the last few years, some multivariate bias correction11

(MBC) methods have been developed to account for inter-variable structures,12

inter-site ones, or both. As proof-of-concept, we propose to adapt a computer13

vision technique used for Image-to-Image translation tasks (CycleGAN) for14

the adjustment of spatial dependence structures of climate model projections.15

The proposed algorithm, named MBC-CycleGAN, aims to transfer simulated16

maps (seen as images) with inappropriate spatial dependence structure from17

climate model outputs to more realistic images with spatial properties similar18

to the observed ones. For evaluation purposes, the method is applied to adjust19

maps of temperature and precipitation from climate simulations through two20

cross-validation approaches. The first one is designed to assess two different21

post-processing schemes (Perfect Prognosis and Model Output Statistics). The22

second one assesses the influence of nonstationary properties of climate simu-23

lations on the performance of MBC-CycleGAN to adjust spatial dependences.24

Results are compared against a popular univariate bias correction method,25
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a “quantile-mapping” method, which ignores inter-site dependencies in the26

correction procedure, and two state-of-the-art multivariate bias correction al-27

gorithms aiming to adjust spatial correlation structure. In comparison with28

these alternatives, the MBC-CycleGAN algorithm reasonably corrects spatial29

correlations of climate simulations for both temperature and precipitation,30

encouraging further research on the improvement of this approach for multi-31

variate bias correction of climate model projections.32

Keywords bias correction · spatial dependence · post-processing · climate33

simulations · generative adversarial networks · model output statistics34

1 Introduction35

With ongoing climate change, mitigation and adaptation strategies have to36

be anticipated by decision makers in order to reduce potential future conse-37

quences of climate change on human societies and activities (IPCC 2014). Such38

consequences are commonly assessed through climate change impact studies,39

for instance in hydrology (e.g., Bates et al 2008), agronomy (e.g., Wheeler and40

von Braun 2013) or epidemiology (e.g., Caminade et al 2014). They rely on im-41

pact model simulations, the quality of which highly depends on the reliability42

of the climate information used as inputs (e.g., Muerth et al 2013; Ramirez-43

Villegas et al 2013). Besides observations, global and regional climate models44

(GCM and RCM) are the major tools to understand the climate system and its45

evolutions in the future (Randall et al 2007; Reichler and Kim 2008). However,46

despite considerable improvements in climate modelling, climate simulations47

often remain biased compared to observations: even for the current climate,48

key statistical features such as mean, variance or the dependence structures49

between physical variables or between sites can differ from those calculated for50

observational references (e.g., Eden et al 2012; Cattiaux et al 2013; Mueller51

and Seneviratne 2014). Consequently, biases are expected to be present in52

climate projections for future periods, making bias correction an often un-53

avoidable data pre-processing step for impact studies (e.g., Christensen et al54

2008; Maraun et al 2010; Teutschbein and Seibert 2012).55

In the recent years, many statistical bias correction (BC) methods have56

been developed that aim to correct (selected features of) the distribution of57

climate variables. The idea of statistical bias correction is to find a mathe-58

matical transformation that makes climate simulations have similar statistical59

properties as a reference dataset over the historical period, and then apply60

this transformation for the modeled projection. Such transformations may be61

determined with statistical models based on either perfect prognosis (PP) or62

model output statistics (MOS) approaches (Maraun et al 2010). The PP ap-63

proach consists in determining the statistical link between a variable of interest64

from references (predictand) and one or several observed variables (predictors)65

occurring at the same time. Simultaneous values of predictand and predictors66

are indeed required to implement the PP approach and learn the (synchronous)67

relationships between them. By applying these relationships to predictors from68
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climate simulations, this approach implicitly makes the assumption that these69

predictors are realistically simulated (Wilks 2006). In the MOS approach, ob-70

served and simulated variables are not considered to be synchronized in time,71

and biases relate to differences in some statistics (such as means or variances)72

or in distributions between references and modeled climate variables. Adjust-73

ments can be made to the simulated mean (e.g., Delta method, Xu 1999),74

variance (e.g., simple scaling adjustment, Berg et al 2012) and also all mo-75

ments of higher order and percentiles (e.g., “quantile-mapping”, Haddad and76

Rosenfeld 1997; Déqué 2007; Gudmundsson et al 2012). In particular, quantile-77

mapping technique has received a keen interest since it permits for adjusting78

not only the mean and variance but also the whole distribution of climate79

variables. It has been conducive to the development of many variants (e.g.,80

Vrac et al 2012; Tramblay et al 2013; Cannon et al 2015; Vrac et al 2016), and81

applied for various studies (e.g., Vigaud et al 2013; Defrance et al 2017; Bartok82

et al 2019; Tong et al 2020). However, such BC methods are designed to only83

correct statistical aspects of univariate distributions. Simulated variables are84

indeed adjusted separately for each physical variable at each specific location.85

Thus, potential biases in the spatial dependence structure of modeled variables86

are not corrected (e.g., Wilcke et al 2013), which can generate corrections with87

inappropriate multivariate situations and can affect subsequent analyses that88

depend on spatial characteristics of climate variables (e.g., Zscheischler et al89

2019). For instance, this can occur with flood risk assessment, that depends90

on spatial (and temporal) properties of precipitation, soil moisture and river91

flow (Vorogushyn et al 2018) or with drought-related impacts, that depend on92

complex interaction of natural and anthropogenic processes (Van Loon et al93

2016). It is hence crucial to provide end users with bias corrections of climate94

simulations that present not only relevant 1-dimensional information at each95

individual site but also appropriate spatial representation.96

Over the last years, a few multivariate bias correction (MBC) methods97

have been developed to address the issues of biases in multivariate depen-98

dencies. Not only do these methods correct marginal properties of simulated99

variables, they are also designed to adjust statistical dependencies between100

variables. Although it has been found for specific cases that MBC methods101

do not particularly outperform univariate ones for the adjustment of depen-102

dencies between multiple variables (Räty et al 2018), this finding cannot be103

generalized to all applications and methods. For instance, François et al (2020)104

showed the added value of MBC to improve inter-variable dependence and spa-105

tial structures for temperature and precipitation over Europe. More generally,106

MBCs could be of great interest for compound events studies, where depen-107

dencies between drivers of extreme events with large impacts are crucial to108

evaluate their risks (Zscheischler et al 2018).109

A categorization of MBC methods in three main families of approaches has110

been proposed in the literature (e.g., Vrac 2018; François et al 2020):111

– the “marginal/dependence” correction approach, that consists of MBC112

methods adjusting in two distinct steps, i.e. separately, marginal distribu-113
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tions and multivariate dependencies of climate simulations (e.g., Bárdossy114

and Pegram 2012; Mehrotra and Sharma 2016; Hnilica et al 2017; Nahar115

et al 2018; Cannon 2018; Nguyen et al 2019; Guo et al 2019; Vrac and Thao116

2020).117

– the “successive conditional” category, made up of MBC methods perform-118

ing successive univariate corrections of climate variables conditionally on119

the previously adjusted ones (e.g., Piani and Haerter 2012; Dekens et al120

2017).121

– the “all-in-one” correction approach, that adjusts directly the whole sta-122

tistical distribution (i.e. both univariate and multivariate properties) of123

climate simulations at the same time (e.g., Robin et al 2019).124

Based on this categorization, François et al (2020) performed an intercompar-125

ison and critical review of MBC methods. It presents a global picture of the126

performances of MBCs in terms of multivariate adjustments of climate simu-127

lations, as well as the different assumptions and statistical techniques used.128

In parallel, i.e., in contexts other than bias correction, over the last decades,129

machine learning techniques have emerged as a promising approach to model130

highly nonlinear and complex relationships between statistical variables. Ma-131

jor improvements have been obtained with Deep Learning models (see the132

overview of Schmidhuber 2015), which have proved to be efficient to extract133

high-level feature information from various datasets. In particular, convolu-134

tional neural networks (CNNs, see e.g., Lecun and Bengio 1995) showed that135

they can capture with great performances complex spatial structures. Initially136

developed for computer vision problems (e.g., Szegedy et al 2015; He et al137

2016), they found numerous applications in climate sciences: for instance for138

weather forecast prediction uncertainty (Scher and Messori 2018), emulations139

of atmospheric dynamics (Shi et al 2015; Scher and Messori 2019; Chapman140

et al 2019), detection of extreme weather events (Liu et al 2016; Racah et al141

2017) and statistical downscaling (Vandal et al 2017; Rodrigues et al 2018;142

Baño-Medina et al 2020). A recent overview of Deep Learning applications for143

Earth system science is offered by Reichstein et al (2019).144

Recently, a new class of artificial neural networks, named Generative Ad-145

versarial Networks (GANs; Goodfellow et al 2014), has led to tremendous in-146

terests due to their ability to infer high dimensional probability distributions.147

Initially, this machine-learning method has been developed for estimating the148

distribution of images from a target dataset, with the aim of sampling new149

(and unseen) images from this distribution. GANs, implemented with deep150

convolutional neural networks, have achieved impressive results in computer151

vision problems (e.g., Radford et al 2016) and are a subject of active research to152

improve computing architectures (e.g., Salimans et al 2016; Karras et al 2018;153

Menick and Kalchbrenner 2018) and optimization techniques (e.g., Mao et al154

2017; Arjovsky et al 2017; Roth et al 2017). Conditional formulations of GANs155

have also been developed, for which additional information, such as class labels156

or images, can serve as inputs to condition the generation of the new images157

(e.g., Mirza and Osindero 2014; Gauthier 2014; Denton et al 2015; Kim et al158
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2017; Isola et al 2017). In particular, image-conditional GANs permit to per-159

form image-to-image translation tasks by learning how to map the statistical160

distribution of one set of images (source dataset) to the statistical distribution161

of another set (target dataset). Depending on the correspondence between im-162

ages of the source and target datasets, different versions of image-conditional163

GANs have been developed. When all the images are paired (i.e., there is a164

known one-to-one correspondence between every images of the source and tar-165

get datasets), conditional GANs are trained by supervised learning (Yoo et al166

2016; Isola et al 2017). When only a few images are paired, semi-supervised167

is used (Gan et al 2017) and when all points are unpaired, only unsupervised168

learning can be applied (Kim et al 2017; Yi et al 2017; Zhu et al 2017). Due to169

the stochastic and high-dimensionality nature of many physical processes of170

the Earth system, GANs and conditional GANs are particularly appealing for171

atmospheric science problems. Recently, they have been used for various Earth-172

science related applications: for instance for statistical downscaling (Leinonen173

et al 2020; Wang et al 2021), temporal disaggregation of spatial rainfall fields174

(Scher and Peßenteiner 2020), sampling of extreme values (Bhatia et al 2020),175

modelling of chaotic dynamical systems (e.g., Xie et al 2018; Wu et al 2020),176

classification of snowflake images (Leinonen and Berne 2020), weather fore-177

casting (Bihlo 2020) and stochastic parameterization in geophysical models178

(Gagne II et al 2020).179

In climate modelling context, no one-to-one correspondence exists between180

observations and model simulations as they have different internal variabilities181

and thus are not synchronized in time. Biases refer to differences in distribu-182

tional properties between references and simulated climate variables. Hence,183

in this context, bias correction can be seen as an unsupervised image-to-image184

problem that aims to map daily images from model simulations to daily images185

from historical observational references in order to adjust the distributional186

properties of the climate model.187

In this study, we adapt a specific formulation of conditional GANs, initially188

used for unsupervised image-to-image translation problems (CycleGAN, Zhu189

et al 2017), for multi-site corrections of climate simulations. The new MBC190

method, referred to as MBC-CycleGAN in the following, is introduced and191

applied in a proof-of-concept context for the correction of daily temperature192

and precipitation fields with a simple neural network architecture. In order to193

investigate and evaluate the proposed methodology, applications and compar-194

isons of MBC-CycleGAN based on PP (corresponding to a supervised context)195

and MOS (unsupervised context) approaches are performed through a cross-196

validation method. In addition, a second cross-validation method is used in this197

study to assess the performances of MBC-CycleGAN in a context of different198

degrees of nonstationarity of the climate model between present (i.e., calibra-199

tion) and future (i.e., projection) periods. One univariate quantile-mapping-200

based BC method and two MBC algorithms are included in the study in order201

to gain a better understanding of the performances of MBC-CycleGAN con-202

cerning univariate, spatial and temporal properties.203
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the model and refer-204

ence data used, and Section 3 describes the MBC-CycleGAN algorithm. Then,205

Section 4 displays the experimental setup used in this study, and results are206

provided in Section 5. Conclusions, discussions and perspectives for future207

research are finally proposed in Section 6.208

2 Reference and model data209

In this study, the dataset employed as reference for the bias correction is210

the “Système d’Analyse Fournissant des Renseignements Atmosphériques à la211

Neige” (SAFRAN) reanalysis (Vidal et al 2010) with an approximate 8 km212

× 8 km spatial resolution. Daily temperature and precipitation time series213

from 1 January 1979 to 31 December 2016 are extracted over the region of214

Paris, France ([47.878, 49.830◦ N] × [0.949,3.947◦ E]), which corresponds to a215

domain with 28 × 28 = 784 continental grid cells.216

For the climate simulations data to be corrected, daily temperature and217

precipitation time series are taken from runs of the IPSL-CM5A-MR Earth218

system model (Marti et al., 2010; Dufresne et al., 2013) with a 1.25◦ × 2.5◦219

spatial resolution over the same region of Paris. For the 1979-2005 period, a220

historical run is extracted and concatenated with a run under RCP 8.5 scenario221

(i.e., the scenario with highest CO2 concentration) for the 2006-2016 period,222

to obtain the desired 1979-2016 period. To perform a bias correction, a one-223

to-one correspondence between model and reference grid cells is needed, i.e.,224

spatial resolutions between reference and model data have to be the same.225

Hence, IPSL data are regridded to the SAFRAN spatial resolution with a226

bilinear interpolation for both temperature and precipitation.227

More data are required for this study, in particular for the implementation228

of the PP approach and to assess the influence of nonstationary properties229

of climate simulations on the performance of the proposed MBC method. For230

sake of clarity and make reading easier, these data will be introduced thereafter231

in the appropriate sections.232

For illustration purpose, Fig. 1a displays the topographic map of France233

with the region of Paris in a box, as well as the mean daily temperature234

(Fig. 1b-c) and precipitation (Fig. 1d-e) maps for SAFRAN and IPSL datasets235

during winter over the 1979-2016 period for Paris.236

3 Methodology237

3.1 GAN238

In its most basic formulation, a generative adversarial network consists of two239

neural networks that are trained conjointly: a generator and a discriminator.240

We first consider one random variable Y living in R
d, with a probability dis-241

tribution denoted PY. This random variable characterizes the available data,242
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such as images of the target dataset (i.e., references), and hence takes its values243

in a high-dimensional space. We assume to have at hand samples y1, . . . ,yn244

drawn according to the density PY on R
d. The generator, denoted G, is a245

function from R
d′

to R
d and is intended to be applied to a d

′

-dimensional ran-246

dom variable W, usually multivariate Gaussian random noise (with d
′

<< d),247

such that the random variable G(W) follows the law of Y, i.e. PY = PG(W).248

Let w1, . . . ,wn be a sample drawn from the distribution of W. To train the249

generator G, the discriminator DY, that is a function from R
d to [0, 1], is250

used as complex loss function (Goodfellow et al 2014). This neural network251

is a binary classifier that returns the probability that a given observation, or252

image, comes from PY. The discriminator is trained in a supervised way to253

return maximal probability values on the reference images yi and minimal254

values on the artificially generated images G(wi). Conversely, the goal of the255

generator is to “fool” the discriminator by making the distribution of G(wi)256

as indistinguishable as possible from that of yi, i.e., making difficult for the257

discriminator to determine that a sample G(wi) comes from a distribution258

different from PY. Generator and discriminator are trained in turns and are in259

competition (i.e. “adversarial training”) to improve themselves until it reaches260

an optimal equilibrium state.261

The original formulation of GANs explained above is unconditional: the262

generator G only takes as input noise vectors wi to produce new samples that263

are drawn from the target distribution PY. The idea of conditional GANs (e.g.,264

Goodfellow et al 2014; Mirza and Osindero 2014) is to add some information265

as inputs to direct the generation. By conditioning the generation on an input266

image, the generator is able to generate a corresponding output image, ren-267

dering the conditional GANs appropriate for image-to-image translation tasks268

(e.g., Isola et al 2017).269

3.2 CycleGAN for unsupervised image-to-image translation270

CycleGAN (Zhu et al 2017) is a particular image-conditional GANs that is271

commonly used for unsupervised image-to-image translation. In the origi-272

nal application, CycleGAN has been applied with great success to transform273

photographs into the styles of master paintings by modifying colour infor-274

mation (i.e., RGB colour channels and/or spatial features of colours) of the275

photographs. Instead of the random noise W, we introduce another random276

variable X, with probability distribution PX, living in the same dimensional277

space as Y (i.e., Rd). This random variable X characterizes the images of the278

source dataset (i.e., biased simulations to correct). The CycleGAN approach279

consists in learning a mapping (i.e., a generator) GX→Y : Rd → R
d such that280

the random variable GX→Y(X) follows the law of Y (i.e., PY = PGX→Y(X)).281

In addition to samples y1, . . . ,yn, we assume to have at hand image samples282

x1, . . . ,xn drawn according to density PX on R
d. Similarly as unconditional283

GANs, the mapping GX→Y is learned using an adversarial loss, i.e. with a dis-284

criminator DY which forces the generator GX→Y to generate images from a285
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distribution close to the target distribution PY. The adversarial loss is defined286

as:287

LGAN (GX→Y, DY) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

lnDY(yi) +
1

n

n∑

i=1

ln(1−DY ◦GX→Y(xi)). (1)

GX→Y aims to minimize this adversarial objective against DY, that means,288

tries to fool the discriminator with its generated images (i.e., maximizing the289

probability DY(GX→Y(xi))). On the contrary, the discriminator DY aims to290

maximize the adversarial loss by distinguishing between transferred samples291

GX→Y(xi) and samples yi from the distribution PY. A perfect discriminator292

DY would return probability values equal to 1 for samples drawn from PY293

and equal to 0 for samples generated by GX→Y. Hence, GX→Y is designed to294

solve the optimization problem against DY:295

GX→Y = arg min
GX→Y

max
DY

LGAN (GX→Y, DY). (2)

As highlighted by Zhu et al (2017), this adversarial objective for unsupervised296

problems is under-constrained: there is no guarantee that “an individual input297

xi and output yi are paired up in a meaningful way” with such a mapping298

GX→Y. In fact, without further constraints, several different mappings can299

optimize similarly the adversarial loss by transferring the same set of images300

from PX to any random permutation of a same set of images from the distribu-301

tion PY. Moreover, optimizing in practice this under-constrained adversarial302

objective alone has been found to be difficult for unsupervised problems, of-303

ten leading to a well-known problem called “mode collapse”. Mode collapse304

appears when the optimization process of GANs fails to converge, leading to305

mapping all input images xi to the same image, let say yk. To address these306

issues, Zhu et al (2017) propose to reduce the number of possible mapping307

functions by adding more constraints to the optimization problem. To do so,308

they introduce the inverse mapping GY→X : Rd → R
d, as well as a second dis-309

criminator DX aimed to recognize images from the distribution PX. Similarly310

to the mapping GX→Y, an equivalent adversarial loss can be used to learn311

the mapping GY→X by solving arg min
GY→X

max
DX

LGAN (GY→X, DX). Zhu et al312

(2017) proposed to use GY→X to enforce the learned mappings to be cycle-313

consistent. That means that, for each input image xi, the mappings GX→Y314

and GY→X can be constrained such that it learns to translate xi back to the315

initial image, i.e. GY→X ◦ GX→Y(xi) ≈ xi (and similarly for image yi, such316

that GX→Y ◦ GY→X(yi) ≈ yi). This property can be enforced by using a317

“cycle-consistency” loss which is defined as:318

Lcyc(GX→Y, GY→X) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

||GY→X(GX→Y(xi))− xi||1

+
1

n

n∑

i=1

||GX→Y(GY→X(yi))− yi||1.

(3)
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Finally, to ensure that images in x1, . . . ,xn that already seem to be draw319

from the distribution PY (and vice-versa) are not mapped to another images,320

an identity mapping loss can also be defined as:321

Lid(GX→Y, GY→X) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

||GY→X(xi)− xi||1

+
1

n

n∑

i=1

||GX→Y(yi)− yi||1,

(4)

which further reduces the solution space of mapping functions and prevents322

even more the optimization problem from being under-constrained. The full323

objective function of the CycleGAN architecture can be expressed as follows:324

L(GX→Y, GY→X, DX, DY) =LGAN (GX→Y, DY) + LGAN (GY→X, DX)

+ λcycLcyc(GX→Y, GY→X)

+ λidLid(GX→Y, GY→X),

(5)

where λcyc and λid control the relative importance of both cycle-consistency325

and identity losses. Finally, the CycleGAN aims to solve:326

(GX→Y, GY→X) = arg min
GX→Y,GY→X

max
DX,DY

L(GX→Y, GY→X, DX, DY). (6)

Although estimating the inverse mapping GY→X is not necessarily the initial327

goal of many image-to-image translation problems, its use to constrain the328

optimization problem has been found to be crucial in an unsupervised context329

for the convergence of the algorithm and the estimation of the desired mapping330

GX→Y. Illustrations of the adversarial, cycle-consistent and identity losses331

within the CycleGAN architecture are given in Fig. 2.332

3.3 The MBC-CycleGAN approach333

3.3.1 Adaptation of CycleGAN for MBC334

The main idea of the proposed methodology, named MBC-CycleGAN, is to335

adapt the CycleGAN approach so that it turns daily maps of a simulated336

variable with spatial features inappropriate compared to a reference dataset,337

to more realistic maps. Here, MBC-CycleGAN is developed in the context of338

the “marginal/dependence” MBC category, i.e., correcting separately marginal339

distributions and dependence relationships. In addition to marginal distribu-340

tions, we consider the adjustment of spatial dependence structures. The algo-341

rithm is trained on a historical period (i.e., calibration) for which both climate342

simulations and reference datasets are available. Once the adversarial neural343

network has converged, adjustment of climate simulations over a projection pe-344

riod (e.g., a future time period) is performed using the pretrained algorithm.345

The MBC-CycleGAN proceeds as follows:346
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1. As MBC-CycleGAN belongs to the marginal/dependence category, univari-347

ate distributions of modeled climate variables are first corrected indepen-348

dently using a univariate BC method for both calibration and projection349

periods. In this study, the quantile-quantile (QQ) mapping method is used350

(Déqué 2007).351

2. Then, quantile-quantile and reference data over the calibration time pe-352

riod are transformed to belong to [0, 1] using a pointwise min-max normal-353

ization. For each grid cell, the minimum and maximum values from the354

reference during the calibration are taken to compute the normalization.355

The resulting daily maps are then given to a CycleGAN model to learn356

the transfer between the two distributions of images. Generators and dis-357

criminators are trained until the spatial distribution of the corrected maps358

stops improving. More details about the criteria used to evaluate spatial359

distributions are presented thereafter.360

3. Once the CycleGAN model has been trained for the calibration period,361

the same pointwise normalization is performed for quantile-quantile data362

over the projection period, i.e., using the same minimum and maximum363

values from the reference during the calibration period. Normalized daily364

maps from quantile-quantile data in the projection period are translated365

in the normalized reference domain using the pretrained adversarial neural366

network. Then, the corrected outputs obtained are rescaled to physical367

values by applying the inverse of the pointwise min-max normalization368

used.369

4. Finally, by taking advantage of the Schaake Shuffle technique (Clark et al370

2004), quantile-quantile data for the projection period obtained from Step371

1 are reordered such that the rank structure of the data obtained from Step372

3 is reproduced. This shuffling technique, already employed in a few mul-373

tivariate bias correction methods (e.g., Vrac 2018; Cannon 2018; Mehro-374

tra and Sharma 2019), permits here to obtain bias-corrected data with375

marginal properties from quantile-quantile outputs and rank dependence376

structure from CycleGAN outputs.377

A summary of the successive steps in the form of a flowchart is provided378

in Fig. 3. More details about the different algorithmic steps are presented in379

Appendix A.380

3.3.2 Network Architecture381

To infer the weights for the cycle-consistency mapping loss λcyc and the iden-382

tity mapping loss λid, preliminary tests have been conducted by checking a383

couple of combinations of weights and verifying that our optimization pro-384

cess improved the spatial structure of the climate simulations. With respect385

to these results (not shown), the weights have been chosen equal to λcyc = 10386

and λid = 1.387

Additionally, in this paper, we only present results obtained with a simple388

architecture for the CycleGAN neural networks. Our work being a proof of389
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concept, we did not tune any further the architecture or the hyperparameters390

of the neural networks. However, the results presented later in Section 5 ap-391

pear sufficient to illustrate the potential of CycleGANs for MBC. Schemes for392

the convolutional neural networks for both generators and discriminators are393

presented in Fig. 4. Architecture of generators for the mapping and inverse394

mapping are identical and are based on deep convolutional layers (DCGAN,395

Radford et al 2016). First, the daily maps, i.e. images of size 28× 28 are given396

as inputs to the generators. Then, images flow through three 2D convolution397

layers with an increasing number of 3×3 filters (64-128-256). Two of them are398

performing convolutions that downsample input images to capture complex399

patterns at different scales. Then, two 2D transpose convolutional layers with400

a decreasing number of 4× 4 filters (128-64) are used to perform inverse con-401

volution operations and upsampling input data. Finally, one 2D convolution402

layer with one 1× 1 filter is used to generate an output image of the same size403

as the initial one. Skip connections between convolution and transpose con-404

volutional layers are used to ease the training of the CycleGAN network (He405

et al 2016). All the other hyperparameters for the neural network architecture406

of the generators are detailed in Appendix B.407

Concerning the discriminators, they take as well as inputs images of size408

28× 28. Then, two 2D convolution layers with an increasing number of 3× 3409

filters (64-128) are used. Finally, outputs are flattened, i.e., are converted into a410

1-dimensional array before being given to a fully connected layer (dense layer)411

that computes the sigmöıd values (i.e., probabilities) for the classification of412

images.413

The number of parameters is equal to 1,025,281 for each generator and414

80,769 for each discriminator, bringing the total number of parameters to415

2,212,100 for the whole CycleGAN architecture. The number of parameters416

added by individual convolutional layers depends on its number of filters f2,417

the filter size (here 3× 3) and also the number of filters f1 from the previous418

convolutional layer. Adding an additional convolutional layer in a generator419

architecture with f2 filters will add (3 × 3 × f1 + 1) × f2 parameters. Hence,420

constructing a (deeper) neural network with more and more layers increases421

drastically the number of parameters to train. In order to keep an algorithm422

which is relatively fast to train while being stable, we decided not to add423

further layers to generators and discriminators architectures. For a concise424

summary of network architectures used, we refer to the tables B1 and B2 in425

Appendix B.426

3.3.3 Training details427

In this study, CycleGAN networks are trained using the Adam optimizer428

(Kingma and Ba 2017) with learning rates of 1e−4 and 5e−5 for the gen-429

erators and discriminators, respectively. Please note that no grid search has430

been performed to determine optimal values of learning rates, and hence there431

is room for improvement. For the performance assessment of the CycleGAN432

model during training, the energy distance (Székely and Rizzo 2004, 2013) is433
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used. This metric, already used in the bias correction literature (e.g., Cannon434

2018), permits to measure the statistical discrepancy between two multivariate435

distributions that are potentially in high dimension. Given two k-multivariate436

independent random vectors P and Q with multivariate probability distribu-437

tions µ and υ respectively, the energy distance E between the two distributions438

is:439

E(µ, υ) =
√
2E‖P−Q‖ − E‖P−P′‖ − E‖Q−Q′‖,

with E denoting the expected value, P′ (resp. Q′) independent and iden-440

tically distributed copy of P (resp. Q) and ‖.‖ the Euclidean distance. The441

corresponding energy statistic of E between two k- dimensional statistical sam-442

ples p and q can be computed as follows:443

Ê(p,q) =
( 2

n1n2

n1∑

i=1

n2∑

m=1

‖pi − qm‖ −
1

n2
1

n1∑

i=1

n1∑

j=1

‖pi − pj‖

−
1

n2
2

n2∑

l=1

n2∑

m=1

‖ql − qm‖
) 1

2

,

where pi denotes the realizations of P at the time step i across the k di-444

mensions (and similarly for qm withQ). The energy statistic goes to zero when445

the two multivariate samples p and q are drawn from the same distribution.446

During training, computations of energy distances are performed every447

10 epochs, i.e. each time that the CycleGAN has worked 10 times through448

the entire training dataset. Estimated energy distances Ê are calculated on449

multivariate distributions of ranks between references and bias-corrected data.450

It permits to assess along the training the performance of the method to correct451

the whole spatial dependence structure of climate simulations. Computing452

energy distance using ranks instead of raw values allows the removal of the453

influence of univariate properties on the spatial relationships. The CycleGAN454

model that minimizes the energy distance on ranks during training is chosen455

for the correction of the projection period. Training 1000 epochs takes ∼ 4456

hours on a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.457

4 Design of experiments458

For evaluation purposes, the proposed MBC-CycleGAN method is applied459

to adjust climate simulations outputs with SAFRAN data as references. Bias460

correction is performed on separate seasons in order to preserve seasonal prop-461

erties. In the following, for sake of clarity, only the winter results are presented.462

Data are available for the 1979-2016 period (i.e, 3420 winter days), and need to463

be divided into a calibration period and a projection period to train and evalu-464

ate our algorithm. In accordance with common practices in machine learning,465

the 1979-2016 period is split as follows: 70% (2394 days) as training dataset466
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and 30% (1026 days) as evaluation dataset. In this study, two different cross-467

validation methods - that differ in how calibration and projection periods are468

constructed - are used to evaluate our methodology.469

4.1 Model Output Statistics (MOS) vs. Perfect Prog (PP)470

The first cross-validation method consists in drawing randomly the days that471

define the calibration and projection periods. As these periods are drawn ran-472

domly, the potential climate change signal present in the data during the 1979-473

2016 period vanishes. Hence, for this cross-validation method, no changes in474

marginal and dependence properties are expected between the calibration and475

projection periods, allowing for the assessment of the method in a stationary476

context. We take advantage of this first stationary cross-validation technique477

to apply our method in both PP and MOS post-processing schemes for the ad-478

justment of IPSL climate simulations. Implementing and evaluating both the479

PP and MOS approaches in such a validation context permits to determine480

which approach is better suited in our context of bias correction of climate481

simulations. For the MOS approach, MBC-CycleGAN is applied directly to482

IPSL data according to the 4 steps already described in Section 3.3. Concern-483

ing the implementation of the PP approach, the same procedure is applied but484

the CycleGAN model is trained in a slightly different way. Indeed, as already485

explained in Section 1, a PP approach consists in establishing the statistical486

relationships between large-scale predictors and local-scale predictands from487

observational or reanalysis data (including for the predictors) before applying488

them to climate model data. Hence, large-scale predictors temporally match-489

ing the SAFRAN dataset are needed to a PP approach. For this purpose, a490

new climate dataset is constructed for both temperature and precipitation as491

follows: initial local-scale SAFRAN data with 8 km × 8 km spatial resolution492

are upscaled using conservative interpolation on a large-scale grid of 32 km493

× 32 km spatial resolution. Then, the obtained large-scale data are regridded494

using bilinear interpolation to the initial grid of SAFRAN, allowing to train495

CycleGAN. It results in “biased” daily maps of temperature and precipitation496

(large-scale predictors) of the initial SAFRAN data (local-scale predictands),497

temporally matching the chronology of the SAFRAN time series. Using these498

new data – hereafter referred to as “low-resolution (LR) SAFRAN” – a Cycle-499

GAN model is trained for the implementation of the PP approach by learning500

the transfer of maps from 1d-BC large-scale predictors (QQ(LR SAFRAN))501

to maps from local-scale predictands (SAFRAN). This trained model is then502

used to bias correct IPSL simulations over the projection period and, hence,503

evaluate the CycleGAN results in a PP context.504

4.2 Nonstationarity investigation505

To evaluate the nonstationary behavior of the proposed method, a second506

cross-validation method is defined, which consists in dividing the 1979-2016 pe-507
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riod chronologically. By still defining the calibration and the projection periods508

based on the 70%-30% split, it results in obtaining approximately the 1979-509

2005 and 2006-2016 portions as calibration and projection periods, respec-510

tively. Hence, the potential climate change signal between the calibration and511

projection periods is not removed by the cross-validation technique. Within512

this second cross-validation method, IPSL simulations and SAFRAN refer-513

ences can potentially have different marginal and spatial dependence changes514

between calibration and projection periods. In this respect, depending on the515

level of agreement in changes between simulations and references, and how516

MBC methods account for these changes in their correction procedure, the517

quality of the correction for projection periods can possibly be different. Hence,518

to provide a global picture of the performances of the MBC-CycleGAN method519

in the nonstationary context, three bias correction exercises of climate data520

with different statistical changes are performed with respect to SAFRAN ref-521

erences:522

– the correction of IPSL simulations that present different marginal and spa-523

tial properties from SAFRAN, and with potentially different changes than524

those from SAFRAN.525

– the correction of LR SAFRAN dataset (presented above), whose marginal526

and spatial properties as well as their changes are in line with those from527

SAFRAN.528

– the correction of a third dataset called IPSLbis (presented below) that529

presents different marginal and spatial properties from SAFRAN, but for530

which their changes are in line with those from SAFRAN.531

For the sake of clarity, a summary of the different attributes of the three532

datasets to correct is presented in Table 1.533

LR SAFRAN dataset already presented above has, by construction, little534

bias with SAFRAN references: its biases are only due to the interpolation tech-535

nique used to obtain data with a lower resolution. Hence, statistical changes536

between the calibration and projection periods for LR SAFRAN are in line537

with those from the SAFRAN dataset. Adjusting LR SAFRAN data for the538

projection period permits to assess if the MBC-CycleGAN method is able539

to reproduce the changes from the reference in the correction. Also, the LR540

SAFRAN dataset presents the particularity of being synchronous in time with541

references. Hence, in addition to evaluate the proposed method in terms of542

distributional properties, which is not considered as sufficient to identify suc-543

cessful bias correction techniques (Maraun 2016), this pairwise correspondence544

between predictors and predictands offers the possibility to directly compare545

corrected daily maps with those from the references using classic forecast ver-546

ification statistics.547

As IPSL simulations and SAFRAN references are likely to present disagree-548

ing changes in their statistical (marginal and dependence) properties between549

calibration and projection periods, we constructed the third dataset, referred550

to as “IPSLbis”, for the projection period only. IPSLbis is specifically con-551

structed so that its marginal and dependence changes between calibration552
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and projection periods are in line with those from the reference. In order553

to ease the comparison of results with the first bias correction exercise, we554

forced IPSLbis to have the same changes as LR SAFRAN. This is reached555

by using a two-step procedure that takes advantage of a nonstationary quan-556

tile mapping technique for marginal changes (CDF-t, Vrac et al 2012) and a557

matrix-recorrelation technique for dependence changes (Bárdossy and Pegram558

2012). More details about the generation of the IPSLbis data can be found in559

Appendix C and a detailed evaluation of the evolution of statistical proper-560

ties of the different dataset between the calibration and projection period is561

provided in Appendix D. In particular, results presented in Appendix D indi-562

cate that, as expected, changes in spatial structures from SAFRAN references563

are (globally) in agreement with those from LR SAFRAN for both tempera-564

ture and precipitation. However, concerning changes in spatial structures for565

IPSL simulations, conclusions are not the same depending on the physical566

variable. While, for temperature, simulated changes of spatial correlations are567

partially in line with those from LR SAFRAN, IPSL model presents discrep-568

ancy of changes for precipitation. Globally, the construction of IPSLbis with569

the two-step procedure described in Appendix C permits to impose to IPSL570

data spatial changes for both temperature and precipitation that are in line571

with those from LR SAFRAN.572

4.3 Comparisons to existing MBCs: R2D2 and dOTC573

Although evaluating the performance of correction for IPSL simulations is of574

primary interest, applying our method on these three datasets (IPSL, IPSLbis,575

LR SAFRAN) permits to assess gradually how well our method is performing576

depending on the biases present in the dataset to correct. Note that, as IPSL577

and IPSLbis data during calibration are identical, there is no need to train for578

a second time the CycleGAN model for IPSLbis data: the CycleGAN model579

trained with IPSL data can be used directly to adjust IPSLbis simulations for580

the projection period. In addition, two MBCs with different assumptions about581

nonstationarity are applied for comparison using the second cross-validation582

method: the “Rank Resampling For Distributions And Dependences” (R2D2,583

Vrac and Thao 2020) and the “Dynamical Optimal Transport Correction”584

(dOTC, Robin et al 2019) methods.585

R2D2, developed in the context of marginal/dependence category, relies586

on an analogue-based method that allows to resample ranks from a reference587

dataset according to some conditioning information and reconstructs depen-588

dence structure of the simulated time series. The information to condition the589

analogues can be multivariate by considering, for example, a set of variables to590

be corrected at a given time t. Conditioning for the ranks resampling can also591

be extended to ranks sequences, i.e. conditioning by not only one but several592

lagged time steps. Please note that, for the different implementations of R2D2
593

in this study, the multivariate conditioning used includes 4 grid points that594

cover uniformly the region of interest. In addition, 5 lagged time steps are used595
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for the conditioning, as it has been found to stabilize the R2D2 method (not596

shown). Also, the QQ method is used to correct the marginal properties for597

R2D2 outputs.598

Concerning the dOTC method, it was developed in the all-in-one category,599

i.e., adjusting the univariate distributions and dependence structures at the600

same time. The dOTC method takes advantage of the optimal transport the-601

ory to construct a multivariate transfer function, named a transport plan, for602

the adjustment of climate simulations with respect to references while mini-603

mizing an associated cost function. This particular transfer function permits604

to link, through conditional laws, all the multivariate elements from the biased605

multivariate distribution to their corrections. Corrections are then derived by606

drawing directly from these conditional laws to obtain the bias corrected data.607

Both R2D2 and dOTC methods are applied according to the spatial-608

dimensional configuration (hereinafter referred to as “Spatial-”), where all the609

784 time series for a particular physical variable are corrected jointly. While610

R2D2 assumes spatial dependence structures (i.e., the rank correlations, or611

copulas) to be stable in time, the dOTC method makes the hypothesis of non-612

stationarity of the dependence structure between the calibration and the pro-613

jection periods, which allows for taking into account the changes of the model614

(e.g., due to climate change) in the bias correction procedure. Intercomparing615

the results from both Spatial-R2D2 and Spatial-dOTC for adjusting spatial616

dependence structure of climate simulations with those from MBC-CycleGAN617

allows to better assess how the proposed method performs in a nonstationary618

context.619

5 Results620

In this section, analyses are presented for the winter season (December, Jan-621

uary and February) only. CycleGAN models are trained during the calibration622

period and selected such that energy distances on ranks are minimized. All623

evaluations are performed on the projection period for the corrected outputs624

obtained from the two cross-validation methods and results are compared to625

those from the reference dataset. For bias-corrected precipitation time series,626

thresholding of 1 mm is applied before evaluation to replace values lower than627

1 mm by 0. Bias correction outputs from the first and second cross-validation628

methods are evaluated in terms of both marginal and spatial properties. Anal-629

yses of temporal properties are only provided for outputs from the second630

cross-validation method, in which calibration and projection periods are di-631

vided chronologically and hence do not distort temporal properties, contrary632

to the first cross-validation method that randomly defines these periods. To633

assess the potential benefits of considering spatial aspects in the correction634

procedure, the univariate QQ method (Déqué 2007) is also included in the635

study as a benchmark.636
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5.1 MOS vs. PP637

5.1.1 Training of MBC-CycleGANs638

Fig. 5 shows energy distances with respect to SAFRAN references for temper-639

ature computed on physical values (Figs. 5a and b) and ranks (Figs. 5c and640

d) for LR SAFRAN, plain IPSL simulations, 1d-QQ, and MBC-CycleGAN641

(MBC-CG) outputs during the training on the calibration period. In addi-642

tion, results for Raw-CycleGAN (Raw-CG) are presented. Differences between643

Raw-CG and MBC-CG only lie in their marginal properties: while Raw-CG644

corresponds to the outputs obtained from the CycleGAN after denormaliza-645

tion at the end of Step 3, MBC-CG is the combination of the spatial structure646

from Raw-CG and univariate properties from QQ outputs (see the flowchart647

provided in Fig. 3). The results for precipitation are presented in Fig. S1 of648

the Supplement.649

Clearly, Figs. 5a and b show large energy distances computed on physical650

values of temperature for LR SAFRAN and IPSL datasets, indicating some651

biases on spatial structures for those dataset with respect to SAFRAN refer-652

ences. Adjusting marginal properties with the univariate QQ method reduces653

values of energy distance computed on physical values, highlighting the in-654

fluence of marginal properties on spatial features. Correction of the spatial655

dependence structure provided by MBC-CG occurs relatively quickly, with656

energy distances on physical variables reduced by 2 compared to QQ after657

approximately 1000 epochs for both PP and MOS approaches. However, for658

Raw-CG, marginal properties generated by the inverse pointwise min-max nor-659

malization do not seem to improve values of energy distances, which justifies660

the post-processing of univariate properties adopted in the MBC-CycleGAN661

method with the Schaake Shuffle.662

Figs. 5c and d show that computing energy distances on ranks for tempera-663

ture removes the influence of univariate properties on spatial features. Energy664

distances for both LR SAFRAN and IPSL with their respective QQ correc-665

tions are indeed the same (Fig. 5c). The same remark holds for MBC-CG and666

Raw-CG energy distances on ranks that have, by construction, similar spatial667

dependence structures. As explained in subsection 3.3.3, the CycleGAN model668

that minimizes the energy distance on ranks of MBC-CycleGAN outputs is se-669

lected.670

For precipitation (Fig. S1), the same conclusions hold, indicating a relative671

ability of the CycleGAN to adjust spatial dependence structure of precipitation672

fields. Nevertheless, contrary to temperature, one should remark that energy673

distances on ranks are different for LR SAFRAN, IPSL and their respective674

QQ corrections (Figs. S1c and d), which is specific to precipitation variables675

that can contain several null values for dry events. Indeed, ranks are computed676

here such that, when tied values are encountered, the minimum value of rank677

is attributed to each tied value. The combination of the correction with the678

QQ method and the thresholding for precipitation below 1 mm could modify679

the frequency of dry events, which could result in obtaining different rank680
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structures, and hence, mechanically, different energy distances with respect to681

SAFRAN references. This mechanism is also obtained between MBC-CG and682

Raw-CG (Figs. S1c and d), that present different energy distances due to the683

difference of dry events.684

5.1.2 Univariate distribution properties685

Once the CycleGAN models have been selected for both the PP and MOS686

approaches, the corrections of IPSL simulations can be performed for the pro-687

jection period. First, bias-corrected data are evaluated in terms of univariate688

statistics. For temperature and precipitation, differences of mean values be-689

tween the bias corrected data and the SAFRAN references are computed at690

each grid cell. For temperature mean, absolute differences are computed, while691

for precipitation variables having absolute zeros, relative mean differences are692

more appropriate. Maps of differences with respect to the reference – for IPSL693

simulations and the bias-corrected data – are displayed in Fig. 6 for both694

temperature and precipitation. The mean absolute error (MAE) with respect695

to the reference dataset is also reported on each map. For more results on696

marginal properties, maps of standard deviation relative differences for both697

physical variables are also provided in Fig. S2 of the Supplement.698

For both temperature and precipitation, the maps for the IPSL model699

(Figs. 6c and d) present large values of mean differences with respect to the700

SAFRAN map (Figs. 6a and b) and highlight the need to adjust univariate701

properties of simulations. Maps provided by 1d-QQ outputs (Figs. 6e and f)702

indicate that, as expected, the univariate method globally improves marginal703

properties at each individual site. In agreement with the properties of the704

marginal/dependence MBC methods, maps for MBC-CG for PP (MBC-CG-705

PP, Figs. 6g and h) and MOS (MBC-CG-MOS, Figs. 6i and j) are exactly the706

same as those from the 1d-QQ method. Indeed, although MBC-CG-PP and707

MBC-CG-MOS do not use the same data for the training of the CycleGAN708

to adjust spatial features, same marginals are taken from the QQ outputs of709

IPSL data, which results in obtaining the same univariate properties between710

the two corrections.711

5.1.3 Spatial correlations712

Quality of the corrections in terms of spatial correlations is now assessed. For713

each grid cell, spatial dependencies are evaluated for temperature and precipi-714

tation by computing Pearson pairwise correlations between the cell of interest715

and each of the remaining 783 grid cells over the region of Paris for the dif-716

ferent climate datasets. The biases of these 783 spatial Pearson correlations717

are then summarized by computing the Mean Squared Error (MSE) with the718

corresponding 783 correlations computed for the references. By computing the719

MSE values for each grid cell, 784 MSE values are obtained for each climate720

dataset and can be intercompared from one dataset to another. Fig. 7 shows721
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the boxplots of the MSE values obtained for both temperature and precip-722

itation for the plain IPSL simulations and BC outputs. For both variables,723

the boxplots for the IPSL simulations indicate strong values of MSE with re-724

spect to SAFRAN references. For QQ outputs, only slight reductions of MSE725

of spatial correlations are observed compared to those from IPSL, indicating726

that QQ globally conserves the spatial structure of the IPSL model. This result727

could have been expected, as, for each site, the univariate QQ method does not728

modify (too much) rank sequences of the simulated time series. The slight im-729

provement of spatial statistics, which is greater for precipitation (Fig. 7b) than730

temperature (Fig. 7a), is in fact mainly attributable to the correction of uni-731

variate properties provided by the QQ method. Concerning MBC-CycleGAN,732

the PP and MOS approaches display different performances in adjusting the733

spatial properties of simulations. Boxplots of MSE for MBC-CG-MOS indi-734

cate clear improvements of spatial correlations with respect to QQ outputs735

for both temperature and, to a lesser extent, precipitation. However, results736

for MBC-CG-PP show less pronounced improvements, suggesting a failure737

for the MBC-CG-PP approach to adjust spatial properties. This difference of738

performance for the PP approach indicates that, although CycleGAN mod-739

els are able to learn the spatial relationships between large-scale predictors740

(LR SAFRAN) and local-scale predictands (SAFRAN) during the training741

of the algorithm, as previously shown in Figs. 5 and S1, these relationships742

do not prove to be suited for adjusting IPSL simulations. Indeed, simulated743

large-scale predictors seem here to present too large biases with respect to LR744

SAFRAN to make the CycleGAN fitted in a PP context applicable to the IPSL745

simulations. Hence, the perfect-prognosis approach should be discarded in our746

context of bias correction of climate simulations. Therefore, in the following,747

only the MOS approach of MBC-CG is further investigated.748

5.2 MBC-CycleGAN in the nonstationary context749

In the following, analyses are presented for the application of the MBC-750

CycleGAN method with the MOS approach in a nonstationary context us-751

ing the second cross-validation method. Results for the correction of the three752

datasets - IPSL, IPSLbis and LR SAFRAN - with different changes in marginal753

and dependence properties between the calibration and projection periods are754

provided.755

5.2.1 Univariate distribution properties756

Similarly to the first cross-validation method, univariate properties are evalu-757

ated using mean differences computed at each grid cell. Fig. 8 shows, for the758

bias-corrected outputs from the three bias correction exercises, the maps of759

temperature mean differences with respect to SAFRAN references. Maps for760

precipitation relative mean differences are presented in Fig. S6 of the Supple-761

ment. For information purposes only, standard deviation relative mean differ-762
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ences for temperature and precipitation are also displayed in Figs. S7 and S8,763

respectively.764

For temperature, values of IPSL and IPSLbis mean differences (Fig. 8b and765

c) are high, indicating strong biases of temperature mean with respect to the766

SAFRAN reference dataset (Fig. 8a), although less pronounced for IPSLbis.767

This was somehow expected since IPSLbis data are specifically constructed768

to mimic the SAFRAN changes in terms of marginal (and dependence) prop-769

erties. It results here in having IPSLbis temperature means closer to those770

from SAFRAN reference for the projection period. Map for LR SAFRAN771

(Fig. 8d) shows small differences with the reference. Clear improvements of772

the temperature mean are provided by the QQ method for each of the bias773

correction exercises (Fig. 8e, f and g). Nevertheless, quite interestingly, QQ774

method provides less pronounced improvements for IPSL data (Fig. 8e), sug-775

gesting a degrading effect on results of correction when changes of marginal776

properties between calibration and projection periods for the climate data777

to be corrected are not in agreement with those from the references. With778

regard to the performances of the MBC methods, MBC-CycleGAN presents779

exactly the same results as the QQ method (Figs. 8h, i and j), in agreement780

with the marginal/dependence MBC properties. For Spatial-R2D2 (S-R2D2),781

very slight modifications of the marginal mean values provided by QQ are782

observed (Figs. 8k, l and m), due to the use of the multivariate condition-783

ing to adjust spatial dependence structure (Vrac and Thao 2020). Concerning784

Spatial-dOTC (S-dOTC), the corrected outputs for IPSLbis (Fig. 8o) and785

LR SAFRAN (Fig. 8p) present results similar to those obtained for QQ and786

MBC-CycleGAN. However, it is worth mentioning that, for the correction of787

IPSL, S-dOTC (Fig. 8n) slightly improves marginal properties (MAE=0.37)788

compared to those obtained from QQ outputs (MAE=0.42).789

For precipitation relative mean differences (Fig. S6), the same conclusions790

hold for each (M)BC method, indicating no particular influence of the variable791

to correct on the results of the marginal statistics adjustment.792

5.2.2 Spatial correlations793

We now evaluate the ability of MBC-CycleGAN to adjust spatial dependence.794

First, as for the subsection 5.1, we compute MSE of spatial Pearson correla-795

tions for both temperature and precipitation. Fig. 9 displays the results with796

boxplots for the different datasets to correct and their adjusted outputs. Scat-797

terplots of MSE values with respect to QQ outputs are presented in Fig. S9 to798

better assess the potential benefits of using MBC methods relative to univari-799

ate ones. For temperature (Fig. 9a), the values of MSE for IPSL are high, illus-800

trating the necessity to correct spatial properties of the model before using it in801

subsequent analyses. For IPSLbis, MSE values are slightly smaller, but still in-802

dicates strong differences of spatial correlations with respect to the references.803

The difference of results between IPSL and IPSLbis highlights that discrepan-804

cies of changes with the references can potentially have a non-negligible effect805

on spatial properties; in fact, reducing those discrepancies as it is done with806
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the generation of IPSLbis leads here to reduce biases in spatial correlations.807

Concerning LR SAFRAN, MSE values are small, suggesting that upscaling808

the reference dataset deteriorates only slightly its spatial structure. By simply809

correcting univariate distributions, the three QQ outputs do not present a par-810

ticular improvement of temperature MSE values. Clear improvements of the811

spatial correlation structures are provided by the MBC-CycleGAN method for812

the adjustment of IPSL, IPSLbis and LR SAFRAN, although some differences813

of performances are observed between the three corrected outputs. Tempera-814

ture MSE values are indeed closer to 0 for the correction of LR SAFRAN than815

for the correction of IPSLbis and IPSL, for which similar results are obtained.816

Concerning Spatial-R2D2, the corrections of IPSL and IPSLbis provide817

major improvements in adjusting the spatial correlations. In particular, better818

results are obtained for the correction of IPSLbis. However, with regard to819

the Spatial-R2D2 outputs with LR SAFRAN, the benefits provided by R2D2
820

are smaller, as not all of the spatial correlations are improved. This result can821

better be seen in Fig. S9e. This contrasted performance for the R2D2 method822

appears in the context of the correction of LR SAFRAN that already presents823

small spatial biases with respect to SAFRAN references. The correction ob-824

tained for LR SAFRAN suggests that the R2D2 method is too constrained by825

the selected conditioning to find an appropriate collection of analogues for the826

projection period of this specific dataset.827

For Spatial-dOTC outputs, results present low MSEs values for each bias828

correction exercise, indicating that spatial correlations are satisfyingly cor-829

rected by this method. Nevertheless, the adjustments are slightly better for830

the corrected output of IPSL than for those for IPSLbis, which may be con-831

fusing here. Indeed, as dOTC is specifically designed to take into account the832

changes of the data to adjust in the correction procedure, better results for833

IPSLbis, for which changes of spatial correlations are in line with those from834

SAFRAN references, would have been expected. The great performance of835

dOTC to correct spatial correlations for IPSL could be due to the fact that,836

as explained in Appendix D, IPSL simulated changes for temperature are not837

in total disagreement with those from SAFRAN, and hence there is no strong838

discrepancy of changes affecting the corrections.839

For precipitation (Fig. 9b), the same conclusions as those drawn for tem-840

perature hold. Nevertheless, quite interestingly, IPSL and IPSLbis data present841

even larger differences of MSE values. This shows the effects on spatial corre-842

lations of the strong discrepancies of precipitation changes between the IPSL843

model and the references observed in Appendix D: reducing this discrepancy844

of marginal and spatial changes with IPSLbis decreases significantly the bi-845

ases on spatial correlations. In contrast with temperature, these differences846

of spatial correlations for precipitation between IPSL and IPSLbis are signifi-847

cant enough to spread itself in the bias-corrected outputs: for each of the BC848

methods, the corrected outputs for IPSLbis present systematically lower MSE849

values compared to the corrections of IPSL.850

To better assess spatial structure adjustments brought by MBCs, the cal-851

culation of energy distances between the bias-corrected time series and the852
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references are performed for each physical variable according to two different853

multivariate distributions:854

– on values of the physical variable directly over the whole region of Paris to855

assess differences of spatial properties (i.e., including both the marginals856

and their dependence);857

– on ranks of the physical variable over the whole region of Paris to assess858

differences of spatial dependence structures (i.e., without the influence of859

marginal properties).860

Values of energy distances are estimated using a bootstrap method. It consists861

for each dataset in (i) sampling (with replacement) daily fields, (ii) comput-862

ing the energy distance on the bootstrapped dataset, and (iii) repeating the863

previous two steps 1000 times to construct the bootstrap sampling distribu-864

tion. From this bootstrap sampling, distribution is deduced by the bootstrap865

estimator (mean of the 1000 energy distances obtained) and a 90% bootstrap866

sampling interval to provide uncertainty bands of the estimated distance. Re-867

sults for temperature and precipitation are displayed in Fig. 10. The closer the868

values of the energy distances are to 0, the closer the spatial properties of the869

outputs are to the one of the reference data.870

For temperature, the two estimators of energy distances on physical values871

(Fig. 10a) and ranks (Fig. 10b) for IPSL and IPSLbis data are quite high com-872

pared to those for LR SAFRAN, which is in agreement with the differences of873

spatial properties already observed between these datasets and the references874

in Fig. 9. For the three QQ outputs, while energy distances on physical val-875

ues are lower (Fig. 10a), similar energy distances on ranks as those from the876

dataset to correct are obtained (Fig. 10b). It highlights again that, although877

the QQ method adjusts the univariate distributions, it is not supposed to mod-878

ify rank sequence of time series, and therefore spatial dependence structures,879

during the correction procedure. With regard to the three MBC methods for880

the correction of IPSL, dOTC performs slightly better on raw values (Fig. 10a)881

than MBC-CycleGAN and R2D2, for which comparable results are obtained.882

For energy distances computed on ranks (Fig. 10b), dOTC and R2D2 produce883

similar results. Slightly poorer performances of MBC-CycleGAN are obtained884

compared to the two other MBC methods, although strongly improving the885

spatial dependence structures of IPSL simulations. Note that, while bootstrap886

sampling intervals of energy distances on temperature values are overlapping887

for the three MBC methods, it is less the case for energy distances on tem-888

perature ranks, thereby permitting to determine with more confidence the889

best method for the adjustment of spatial dependence properties. However, it890

must be mentioned that results of energy distances between the three MBCs891

are very close. Consequently, differences in performances between MBCs might892

not be significant. Concerning the correction of IPSLbis, best performances are893

provided by dOTC for both multivariate distributions. For multivariate dis-894

tributions with raw values, MBC-CycleGAN is second best, while being third895

for rank dependence structure. This swap of performances between raw values896

and ranks for MBC-CycleGAN and R2D2 must be analyzed with caution as897
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differences of estimated energy distances between the two MBC methods are898

again very small and thus might not be significant. This swap can however be899

explained by both the strong influence of marginal properties on energy dis-900

tances and the slight deterioration of marginal properties provided by R2D2
901

compared to the QQ outputs, already mentioned in subsection 5.2.1. For the902

corrections of LR SAFRAN, MBC-CycleGAN performs best and dOTC second903

best, with a more significant difference of performance for estimated energy904

distances evaluated on rank values (Fig. 10b).905

For precipitation (Figs. 10c and d), conclusions similar to those obtained906

for temperature can be drawn for IPSL, IPSLbis and LR SAFRAN outputs.907

However, conclusions are slightly different for QQ and the MBCs. As already908

explained in subsection 5.1, QQ modifies the frequency of dry events and conse-909

quently changes the rank dependence structure of precipitation, which results910

here in an improvement of spatial energy distances on ranks for the 1d-QQ911

corrections of IPSL, IPSLbis and LR SAFRAN. Concerning the performances912

of the three MBCs for IPSL, R2D2 performs best on energy distances for both913

raw values and ranks, while MBC-CycleGAN produces reasonable results, in914

particular for the adjustment of the rank dependence structure of precipita-915

tion. The dOTC method produces results that are clearly unsatisfactory con-916

cerning the rank dependence structure of precipitation. Instead of improving917

the rank dependence structure, dOTC correction strongly degrades it. This918

underperformance is in fact due to the presence of too many wet events in919

the corrections provided by dOTC (not shown) compared to the references,920

which mechanically largely affects the quality of its rank dependence structure921

for precipitation. For the same reason, this underperformance on precipitation922

rank dependence structure is also observed for the adjustments of IPSLbis and923

LR SAFRAN with dOTC. For IPSLbis, estimated energy distances on ranks924

are similar between MBC-CycleGAN and R2D2. Note here that similar val-925

ues of energy distances do not necessarily imply that their spatial dependence926

structures are similar. Concerning LR SAFRAN corrections, MBC-CycleGAN927

again outperforms both dOTC and R2D2 algorithms according to estimated928

energy distances on raw values and ranks.929

5.2.3 Temporal structure930

In this section, bias-corrected data are evaluated relative to temporal proper-931

ties. As a reminder, MBC-CycleGAN and dOTC methods have been specif-932

ically implemented to only adjust marginal and spatial properties of climate933

simulations. Similarly, the R2D2 algorithm is applied to adjust marginal and934

spatial features but, contrary to the two other methods, it also takes into ac-935

count (part of) the temporal dependence properties through the multivariate936

conditioning chosen for its implementation, as previously explained in Sec-937

tion 4. In theory, this choice of conditioning dimensions allows R2D2 to par-938

tially recover temporal properties of the reference dataset (Vrac and Thao939

2020). Adjusting spatial coherence necessarily modifies the rank sequences of940

the initial time series during the correction procedure (e.g., Vrac 2018). It is941
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hence interesting to quantify how strong those modifications are depending on942

the MBC method, whether temporal properties are taken into account in the943

correction procedure or not. Evaluation of temporal properties is performed by944

computing 1-d lag Pearson autocorrelations (AR1) at each grid cell for both945

temperature and precipitation. The resulting maps of differences with respect946

to SAFRAN references for the different BC outputs are presented in Fig. 11947

(resp. Fig. S10) for temperature (resp. precipitation).948

For temperature, IPSL shows relatively low values of AR1 differences949

(Fig. 11b), indicating that temporal properties for temperature are relatively950

in line with those from the SAFRAN references (Fig. 11a). A similar differ-951

ences map is provided by IPSLbis outputs (Fig. 11c). In fact, IPSLbis tem-952

poral properties are inherited from IPSL outputs: even in a high-dimensional953

context, the two-step procedure - and in particular, the matrix-recorrelation954

technique - used to construct IPSLbis from IPSL does not lead to a strong955

modification of temporal properties. This result on temporal properties of956

data preprocessed with this matrix-recorrelation technique is consistent with957

the conclusions obtained in François et al (2020) for a MBC method (MRec)958

using the same matrix-recorrelation. For LR SAFRAN outputs (Fig. 11d), val-959

ues of AR1 differences are very close to 0, highlighting that the upscaling step960

used to construct LR SAFRAN data does not strongly modify the temporal961

properties of the initial SAFRAN reference dataset, which was expected by962

construction. Difference maps for temperature from QQ outputs (Fig. 11e, f963

and g) are relatively similar to those from the three datasets to adjust, respec-964

tively. However, for the three MBC methods used to adjust spatial dependence965

structure, modifications of temporal properties for temperature are not equiv-966

alent. With regard to MBC-CycleGAN and dOTC outputs (Fig. 11h, i, j, n,967

o and p), temporal statistics are close to that from the QQ outputs. It hence968

suggests that both MBC-CycleGAN and dOTC algorithms, although correct-969

ing the spatial features, perform little changes of the temporal sequencing of970

the time series to correct. For MBC-CycleGAN, this is partly explained by the971

fact that, within the CycleGAN procedure, input maps from QQ outputs are972

transformed to outputs with improved spatial features, whilst not modifying973

too much the initial input image. It hence results in partially preserving the974

temporal properties of the QQ outputs used as inputs of the CycleGAN while975

providing improvements of the spatial representation. This particular point976

is thereafter discussed in greater details. Concerning R2D2 outputs, different977

results are obtained depending on the dataset to correct. For the correction of978

both IPSL and IPSLbis (Figs. 11k and l), R2D2 provides small improvements979

of temporal properties of temperature, which illustrates that, by including lags980

in the conditional dimensions, R2D2 is able to improve - in addition to spatial981

properties - temporal structure of climate datasets. However, for the correction982

of LR SAFRAN (Fig. 11m), a deterioration of AR1 temperature differences is983

obtained with respect to initial LR SAFRAN data (Fig. 11d). This result can984

be linked with the previously mentioned contrasted performances of the R2D2
985

method to adjust LR SAFRAN dataset in subsection 5.2.2.986
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For precipitation (Fig. S10), same conclusions hold for IPSL, IPSLbis and987

LR SAFRAN outputs. However, contrary to temperature, 1d-QQ corrections988

of IPSL and IPSLbis (Figs. S10e and f) show a pronounced improvement of989

temporal properties for precipitation, highlighting the potential influence of990

marginal properties of precipitation time series on its autocorrelation values.991

Moreover, the improvements of temporal properties of temperature provided992

by R2D2 for the corrections of IPSL and IPSLbis are no longer observed for993

precipitation (Figs. S10k and l). Instead, temporal properties with unexpected994

behaviors are obtained, potentially due to the difficulty of R2D2 to correct995

physical variables with events occuring at local scale, such as precipitation996

(Vrac and Thao 2020). It can also be due to the choice of the conditioning997

information made in R2D2. As a reminder, it is indeed the rank structure of998

simulated precipitation (resp. temperature) that serves as a conditioning to999

generate Spatial-R2D2 outputs for precipitation (resp. temperature). As tem-1000

poral properties (including rank sequences) of precipitation time series are not1001

well simulated by IPSL model (Fig. S10b) compared to temperature (Fig. 11b),1002

it potentially affects the quality of the corrections – and its temporal properties1003

– provided by Spatial-R2D2 for precipitation. This highlights the importance1004

of choosing a relevant conditioning dimension for the implementation of R2D2
1005

(Vrac and Thao 2020).1006

To illustrate the fact that MBC-CycleGAN performs little changes of the1007

temporal sequencing of the inputs to adjust, we compare corrected daily maps1008

from LR SAFRAN with those from the references. As the LR SAFRAN dataset1009

is temporally matching the SAFRAN dataset by construction, classic forecast1010

statistics such as Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) can indeed be interesting1011

to assess the performances of MBC methods. Table 2 shows, for tempera-1012

ture and precipitation, the RMSE values with respect to SAFRAN references1013

for the different BC outputs of LR SAFRAN. For temperature, the RMSE1014

value between daily maps of the reference and the LR SAFRAN dataset is1015

around 0.36. Slight improvement in terms of RMSE is provided by the QQ1016

method (RMSE=0.31). As the QQ method preserves the temporal sequencing1017

of the times series to correct, this improvement is only due to the correction1018

of marginal properties. The MBC-CycleGAN method presents better results1019

(RMSE=0.23), permitting to state with more confidence that, while adjust-1020

ment of spatial dependence structure are performed, it modifies only slightly1021

the temporal sequencing of the times series to correct. For R2D2 outputs,1022

the RMSE value is quite large (RMSE=1.51), suggesting a strong modifica-1023

tion of temporal properties. It can be linked with the underperformance of1024

R2D2 already observed in Fig. 11m for the correction of LR SAFRAN. Con-1025

cerning dOTC outputs, the RMSE value (=0.42) is slightly higher than those1026

observed for LR SAFRAN and QQ outputs. It suggests that the influence of1027

the correction of univariate distributions and spatial dependence on temporal1028

properties provided by dOTC is strong enough to affect its ability to provide1029

appropriate forecasts at a daily scale. For precipitation, the same conclusions1030

hold for the different BC outputs. To better illustrate the results from Table 2,1031

two animations presenting the successive daily temperature and precipitation1032
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maps generated by MBC-CycleGAN for the correction of LR SAFRAN, as1033

well as the corresponding daily maps from the references and the different BC1034

methods, are provided as supplementary materials.1035

6 Conclusion, discussion and future work1036

6.1 Conclusions1037

Climate simulations biases are typically corrected with univariate BC methods,1038

adjusting one physical variable and one location at a time, and thus spatial1039

dependencies remain uncorrected. In this study, MBC-CycleGAN, an adapta-1040

tion of the CycleGAN approach (Zhu et al 2017) used to train image-to-image1041

translation models, was presented, allowing for the adjustment of not only1042

univariate distributions but also spatial dependence structures of climate sim-1043

ulations. The new suggested MBC method takes advantage of convolutional1044

neural networks with simple architecture that are trained in competition to1045

adjust spatial properties of simulated variables. The MBC-CycleGAN method1046

was tested by adjusting temperature and precipitation time series from IPSL1047

simulations with respect to the SAFRAN dataset over the region of Paris using1048

two different cross-validation methods. The first cross-validation, that defines1049

randomly calibration and projection periods, allows to test the new method-1050

ology in a stationary context. We took advantage of this first cross-validation1051

method to compare two post-processing schemes (PP and MOS) approaches1052

that differ in the statistical relationships the MBC-CycleGAN model learns1053

to adjust spatial dependences. The MOS approach that considers biases to1054

refer to systematic distributional differences between references and simulated1055

climate variables was found to be more appropriate for the implementation of1056

the MBC-CycleGAN method and was chosen to be applied for the rest of the1057

study. The second cross-validation method, that defines chronologically cali-1058

bration and projection periods, was then used to evaluate the ability of the1059

MBC-CycleGAN method to adjust climate datasets in a nonstationary con-1060

text. As IPSL simulations and SAFRAN references present different marginal1061

and spatial changes between calibration and projection periods, two additional1062

climate datasets (LR SAFRAN and IPSLbis) with changes that are in line with1063

the references were specifically constructed and adjusted, allowing to better1064

assess the quality of the corrections provided by the new method depending1065

on the statistical biases of the data to be corrected. A wide range of metrics1066

has been used to evaluate bias adjustment outputs with references and ini-1067

tial climate data and assess the corrections of univariate distributions, spatial1068

correlations and temporal properties. In addition to the 1d-QQ method, two1069

state-of-the-art MBC (R2D2 and dOTC) methods have been implemented and1070

used as benchmarks to better evaluate the influence of nonstationary proper-1071

ties on the results of the MBC-CycleGAN method. The results indicate that1072

all the (M)BC methods implemented in this study generally present similar1073

corrections of univariate distributions. Regarding spatial properties, the ben-1074
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efits of using MBC methods are clear compared to the 1d-QQ method. The1075

MBC-CycleGAN method produced reasonable adjustments of spatial corre-1076

lations with respect to R2D2 and dOTC methods for both temperature and1077

precipitation and the three different climate datasets to adjust. Concerning the1078

temporal aspect, the MBC-CycleGAN method is not designed to correct this1079

specific statistical property and tends to conserve the temporal sequencing of1080

the time series to correct. Combined with the corrections of spatial features,1081

this property has proved to be particularly interesting for the applications of1082

MBC-CycleGAN when the data to correct temporally match the references1083

(e.g., as for LR SAFRAN and SAFRAN dataset, see subsection 5.2.2). The1084

proposed method indeed outperformed all the others (M)BC alternatives for1085

the correction of LR SAFRAN by generally presenting both spatial and tem-1086

poral statistics closer to those from the references. Concerning nonstationary1087

properties, it has been found that changes of both marginal and spatial prop-1088

erties between the calibration and projection periods of the climate data to1089

adjust can have a non-negligible effect on the quality of corrections from the1090

MBC-CycleGAN algorithm, and more generally from all (M)BC outputs. In1091

a general way, better results are obtained for the corrections of simulations1092

with changes that are in agreement with those from the references, whether1093

the MBCs make the assumption of nonstationarity of marginal properties and1094

dependence structures or not.1095

6.2 Discussion and perspectives1096

In this study, the development of the MBC-CycleGAN method was mainly1097

intended as a proof of concept, in order to test if GANs can be used for multi-1098

variate bias correction of climate simulations. Although bringing results with1099

comparable performances of correction to that of well-established MBC meth-1100

ods, several avenues can be considered for the improvement of the proposed1101

algorithm.1102

First, in order to remain in a context of proof of concept, a simple archi-1103

tecture of neural networks with a small number of convolutional layers has1104

been considered for the discriminators and generators constituting the MBC-1105

CycleGAN method. In the same idea, a classic formulation of the CycleGAN1106

procedure – as initially described in Zhu et al (2017) – has been used with a1107

binary-cross entropy loss function for the adversarial training (Eq. 1). Improv-1108

ing the training performances of GANs through more advanced architectures1109

and optimization techniques is an active area of research (e.g., Salimans et al1110

2016; Arjovsky et al 2017; Karras et al 2018, among others). A first natural1111

step to potentially improve results would be to opt for a more sophisticated1112

CycleGAN model. For example, it can be done by adding more layers in the1113

neural network architectures of both generators and discriminators to poten-1114

tially capture more complex spatial relationships for the correction of climate1115

simulations. Also, modifying the initial adversarial loss functions (LGAN in1116

Eq. 1), as proposed in Arjovsky et al (2017), would be interesting as it could1117
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permit to improve the stability of the learning and can prevent from mode1118

collapse issues. However, although progress is constantly increasing concern-1119

ing GANs, it is well-known that this particular class of neural networks can be1120

more difficult to train than classical neural networks (e.g., Wu et al 2020). The1121

possibilities of modifications of the parameters defining a CycleGAN model are1122

numerous, and a priori do not guarantee to improve the overall performance1123

of the CycleGAN for the specific application of bias correction. Testing the1124

different possibilities goes way beyond the scope of the present study and is1125

left for future work.1126

Second, it has to be noted that our method, by combining the 1d-QQ1127

method and the CycleGAN approach to adjust both marginal and spatial1128

properties, is not designed to specifically account for any simulated changes1129

for future periods. For marginal properties, other 1d-BC methods that are able1130

to account for potential changes of univariate CDFs from the calibration to the1131

projection period (e.g., CDF-t or QDM, Vrac et al 2012; Cannon et al 2015)1132

can of course be employed instead of QQ, as long as they do not modify (too1133

much) rank sequence of temperature and precipitation time series and thus do1134

not distort the convergence of the CycleGAN procedure. Concerning changes1135

of spatial properties, the CycleGAN approach as implemented in this study1136

is based on the key assumption that the conditional distributions X|Y and1137

Y|X are the same in the training (i.e., calibration) and test (i.e., projection)1138

datasets. It results in our context in making a strong assumption on copula1139

stationarity between present and future periods. Although spatial dependence1140

structures can be considered to be stable in time as imposed by physical laws1141

over a specific region of interest (e.g., Vrac 2018), it can not be generalized1142

to each of the physical variables and regions. For example, more concentrated1143

spatial rainfall events are expected with higher temperatures in the future1144

(Guinard et al 2015; Wasko et al 2016). Therefore, should the changes in spa-1145

tial properties in the simulations between calibration and projection periods be1146

reproduced in the correction? By comparing our results obtained with different1147

levels of nonstationarity in the model evolution and with two well-established1148

MBCs based on copula stationarity (R2D2) and nonstationarity (dOTC) for1149

future periods, we shed light on how the nonstationary properties of the simu-1150

lations are taken into account by the different multivariate BC methods. The1151

benefits of considering MBC methods assuming copula nonstationarity for the1152

correction of such climate dataset are not always as clear-cut as expected com-1153

pared to MBC methods assuming copula stationarity. This raises the question1154

of whether developing MBC methods assuming copula nonstationarity is jus-1155

tified, i.e., whether it is worth striving for developing complicated statistical1156

methods that consider the simulated evolution of copula in the correction pro-1157

cedure, and, in the end, do not produce drastically better results than MBCs1158

assuming copula stationarity. In practice, accounting for nonstationarity of1159

simulations in bias correction procedures still remains an open question which1160

needs to be answered on a case-by-case basis. Developing new MBC methods1161

that are specifically able to reproduce these simulated changes in the correc-1162

tion is of course an important perspective but the application of such methods1163
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would be inappropriate as long as the changes from climate simulations for1164

future periods have not been first identified as relevant.1165

Third, the MBC-CycleGAN method has been developed to correct spatial1166

correlations of climate simulations for each physical variable separately, and1167

thus does neither consider the adjustment of inter-variable correlations nor1168

temporal structure. A possible extension of the initial method can be the con-1169

sideration of inter-variable and/or temporal correlations by providing to the1170

CycleGAN model images with not only one but several channels of the different1171

physical variables to correct. For example, for the adjustment of inter-variable1172

correlations between temperature and precipitation, concatenated images of1173

daily temperature and precipitation maps in an array of dimension 2×28×281174

can be provided as inputs to the adversarial neural network. Similarly, adjust-1175

ing temporal correlations could be considered by adding channels with lagged1176

versions of the physical variable. Using images with additional channels would1177

imply to change, at least, the neural network architecture by replacing 2d-1178

convolutional neural networks with 3d-ones to allow the CycleGAN model to1179

consider inter-channels correlations. However, as adding additional channels1180

can potentially make the training of the CycleGAN more complicated, it is1181

likely that others changes relative to the architecture of neural networks and1182

optimization techniques would be required, as those mentioned previously.1183

Fourth, according to the results for the correction of the references at1184

large-scale (LR SAFRAN), MBC-CycleGAN showed greater improvements of1185

both spatial and temporal statistics compared to the other MBC methods.1186

These promising results suggest that MBC-CycleGAN can be used directly in1187

downscaling applications, a practice that is not initially recommended with1188

univariate quantile mapping techniques (Maraun 2013; Gutmann et al 2014).1189

Although producing reasonable results of adjustments for temperature and1190

precipitation spatial distributions of IPSL and IPSLbis datasets, the outper-1191

formance of MBC-CycleGAN observed for the correction of LR SAFRAN is1192

not obtained for these climate outputs. A possible reason explaining why the1193

performances of MBC-CycleGAN differ between these three exercises of cor-1194

rection concerns the importance of the distributional differences between the1195

inputs and target dataset considered. Indeed, unsupervised image-to-image1196

translation algorithms such as CycleGAN can present difficulties to map two1197

random variables X and Y with probability distributions that exhibit strong1198

differences (Gokaslan et al 2019; Royer et al 2020). As LR SAFRAN presents1199

smaller bias with the references than IPSL and IPSLbis data, outstanding re-1200

sults are obtained for the correction of LR SAFRAN with MBC-CycleGAN,1201

while more moderate quality results are produced for IPSL and IPSLbis. Im-1202

proving the MBC-CycleGAN algorithm such that it is able to produce satis-1203

factory results even when distributions with very strong (marginal and spatial)1204

differences are considered is of great interest to allow its use for operational1205

purposes.1206

Finally, as implemented in this study, the proposed MBC-CycleGAN al-1207

gorithm produces a single correction (output) for a given input. Although es-1208

sential in climate applications, uncertainty quantification of MBC-CycleGAN1209
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outputs is not estimated here. An interesting possibility of extension to model1210

uncertainty of corrected outputs would be to introduce some stochasticity into1211

the correction procedure by giving to the generators not only daily maps to1212

adjust but also vectors of random noises. Then, for a given daily map, it would1213

produce an ensemble of plausible corrections. The spread between the ensem-1214

ble members would represent the uncertainty associated with the multivariate1215

bias correction.1216

We hope that this study serves as a starting point for the use of GANs for1217

multivariate bias correction of climate simulations. One of the main advantages1218

of using MBC-CycleGAN is that adjustment is performed images by images,1219

i.e. maps by maps. If well trained, discriminators somehow guarantee that1220

individual generated maps produced by generators are realistic with respect to1221

references, while daily maps with strong statistical artefacts are rejected. This1222

is not the case for the other MBCmethods such as R2D2 or dOTC, that provide1223

corrected simulations with appropriate distributional statistics without being1224

particularly constrained to generate realistic daily maps. Providing corrections1225

with realistic maps at a daily scale can be useful for the scientific community1226

working on climate change impacts, e.g., in hydrology, for which daily spatial1227

features are of major concern.1228
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Fig. 1: (a) Topographic map of France with the selected region over Paris
in a box, (b-c) temperature and (d-e) precipitation daily mean computed at
each grid cell during winter over the 1979-2016 period for Paris. Results are
shown for SAFRAN reference and plain IPSL outputs.
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Samples from X

Generator GX→Y

Generated samples
Discriminator DY

Samples from Y

Cost function
Do images come from

the distribution of Y?

Backpropagation

(a) Adversarial training

Samples from X

Generator GX→Y

Generated samples

Generator GY→X

Reconstructed samples

(b) Cycle-Consistency

Cycle-consistency loss: L1 norm

Samples from Y

Generator GX→Y

Generated samples

(c) Identity

Identity loss: L1 norm

Fig. 2: (a) Illustration of the adversarial training for the mapping function
GX→Y, associated with the adversarial discriminator DY. DY encourages
GX→Y to generate outputs that are indistinguishable from the probability dis-
tribution of Y. A similar adversarial training is used for GY→X using DX (not
presented in this figure). In CycleGAN architectures, the mappings GX→Y and
GY→X are enforced to be cycle-consistent, i.e., (b) if an initial image fromX is
translated using GX→Y and back again using GY→X, the initial image should
be obtained. (c) In addition, to ensure that images from X that already seem
to be drawn from the distribution of Y are not modified too much, the identity
property is used by enforcing GX→Y applied to images from Y to resemble to
initial inputs from Y (and vice versa for GY→X). In our study, samples from
X and Y are replaced by QQ outputs and references, respectively.
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References and model simulations
datasets for calibration (0) period.

References and model simulations
datasets for projection (1) period.

• Adjust each variable using the univariate
QQ method for period 0.

• Adjust each variable using the univariate
QQ method for period 1.

Step 1: Correction of univariate properties

• Apply a pointwise min-max normalization
of QQ and references data for period 0.

• Train the CycleGAN model to adjust for
spatial biases.

Step 2: Training of the CycleGAN

• Apply a pointwise min-max normalization
of QQ data for period 1.

• Adjust for spatial biases using the
CycleGAN model from Step 2.

• Rescale data by applying the inverse of the
pointwise min-max normalization.

Step 3: Application of CycleGAN

to correct spatial dependence

• Reorder QQ data with the Schaake Shuffle
technique for period 1 such that the rank
structure of the data obtained at the end of
Step 3 is reproduced.

Step 4: Reordering of the QQ data
Raw-CycleGAN outputs for period 1.

MBC-CycleGAN outputs for period 1.

Fig. 3: Flowchart for the MBC-CycleGAN method to adjust climate simula-
tions for the projection period.
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Fig. 4: Scheme of the convolutional neural networks for the (a) generators and
(b) discriminators used in this study within the MBC-CycleGAN procedure.
For each convolutional and transpose convolutional layers, the number of filters
used is indicated by the third coordinate of their output size.
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Fig. 5: Values of the energy distances with respect to SAFRAN reference
for temperature computed on (a-b) physical values and (c-d) ranks during
the training of MBC-CycleGAN. Results are shown for the different datasets
involved in (a, c) the Perfect Prognosis approach and (b, d) the MOS ap-
proach. Please note that results of QQ and low-resolution SAFRAN (resp.
IPSL) for ranks are the same. Red and orange lines are therefore superim-
posed in (c) (resp. (d)). This remark also applies for Raw-CycleGAN (blue
line) and MBC-CycleGAN (green line).
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Fig. 6: Mean differences for (c, e, g, i) temperature and relative mean
differences for (d, f, h, j) precipitation computed at each grid cell be-
tween SAFRAN reference and the different datasets (plain IPSL, QQ, MBC-
CycleGAN-PP and MBC-CycleGAN-MOS outputs) during winter over the
projection period. Note that the color scales between panels (c, e, g, i) and
(d, f, h, j) are not the same to better emphasize intensities of values for the
two physical variables. Maps of daily mean for SAFRAN references are also
shown for (a) temperature and (b) precipitation.
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j, m, p) LR SAFRAN data. Results are shown during winter over the projec-
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erences is also shown for temperature (a).
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Fig. 11: Differences of order 1 Pearson autocorrelation for temperature with
SAFRAN reference for BC methods using as inputs (b, e, h, k, n) IPSL, (c,
f, i, l, o) IPSLbis and (d, g, j, m, p) LR SAFRAN data. Results are shown
during winter over the projection period for IPSL, IPSLbis, LR SAFRAN,
QQ, MBC-CycleGAN, Spatial-R2D2 and Spatial-dOTC datasets. The map
of order 1 Pearson autocorrelation for SAFRAN references is also shown for
temperature (a).
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Table 1: Summary of attributes of the different climate data to correct.

Climate data Marginal prop. Spatial prop.
Changes of Changes of

marginal prop. spatial prop.

IPSL model From raw IPSL From raw IPSL
Potentially not Potentially not
in line with in line with
SAFRAN SAFRAN

LR SAFRAN
∼ same as ∼ same as ∼ in line with ∼ in line with
SAFRAN SAFRAN SAFRAN SAFRAN

IPSLbis
∼ same as ∼ same as ∼ in line with ∼ in line with
IPSL model IPSL model SAFRAN SAFRAN
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Table 2: RMSE values between the reference SAFRAN and the different
climate datasets in rows for temperature and precipitation during winter over
the projection period. As LR SAFRAN dataset is temporally matching the
SAFRAN references, results are presented for LR SAFRAN and its MBC
corrections only. For each physical variable, the best performing method is
underlined.

Physical Variable LR SAFRAN QQ MBC-CG S-R2D2 S-dOTC

TAS 0.36 0.31 0.23 1.51 0.42

PR 0.75 0.73 0.51 3.41 1.03
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A Details on the MBC-CycleGAN method1541

Let consider the correction of a random variable, denoted X (e.g., biased climate simulations1542

outputs) with respect to a reference random variable, denoted Y. In our study, X and Y1543

live in dimension 28× 28 = 784 dimensions. We denote X0 and X1 the random variables to1544

correct from climate simulations during the calibration and projection period, respectively.1545

Similarly, Y0 is considered as the random variable of references for the calibration period.1546

The goal of any BC methods is to infer future unobserved data Y1 from the reference1547

variable Y0 during calibration, and the variables from model simulations for calibration1548

(X0) and projection (X1) periods.1549

In practice, BC methods are applied to correct samples (x0
1, . . . ,x

0
n) and (x1

1, . . . ,x
1
n)1550

from the random variables X0 and X1, with respect to a sample (y0
1, . . . ,y

0
n) from the ran-1551

dom variable Y0. For example, 1d-bias corrections of (x0
1, . . . ,x

0
n) and (x1

1, . . . ,x
1
n) with the1552

QQ method can be denoted (qq0
1, . . . ,qq

0
n) and (qq1

1, . . . ,qq
1
n). As explained in Section 3,1553

the CycleGAN approach within the MBC-CycleGAN methodology is applied between 1d-1554

QQ outputs and references. Hence, two generators GQQ→Y and GY→QQ are considered,1555

as well as two discriminators DQQ and DY. The different steps constituting the MBC-1556

CycleGAN method are described in an algorithmic way as follows:1557
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Algorithm 1 MBC-CycleGAN training algorithm. In all experiments pre-
sented in the paper, a batch size m = 32 is used.

Require: αdisc - the learning rate for the discriminators, αgen - the learning rate for the
generators, m - the batch size.

Require: δQQ, δY - the initial discriminators’ parameters. θGQQ→Y
, θGY→QQ

- the initial
generators’ parameters.
(x0

1, . . . ,x
0
n) a sample of the random variable X0.

(x1
1, . . . ,x

1
p) a sample of the random variable X1.

(y0
1, . . . ,y

0
n) a sample of the random variable Y0.

Ensure: (z01, . . . , z
0
n) and (z11, . . . , z

1
p) the corrections of (x0

1, . . . ,x
0
n) and (x1

1, . . . ,x
1
p).

1: Compute (qq0
1, . . . ,qq

0
n) and (qq1

1, . . . ,qq
1
p) the 1d-bias corrections of (x0

1, . . . ,x
0
n) and

(x1
1, . . . ,x

1
p) using the quantile-mapping method (Déqué 2007).

2: Compute (q̃q0
1, . . . , q̃q

0
n) and (q̃q1

1, . . . , q̃q
1
p), the point-wise min-max normalizations of

(qq0
1, . . . ,qq

0
n) and (qq1

1, . . . ,qq
1
p) with the range of (y0

1, . . . ,y
0
n).

3: Compute (ỹ0
1, . . . , ỹ

0
n), the point-wise min-max normalization of (y0

1, . . . ,y
0
n).

4: while Ê, the estimated energy distance on ranks between (y0
1, . . . ,y

0
n) and (z01, . . . , z

0
n),

has not converged do

5: Sample {q̃q0
i }

m/2
i=1 a batch from the dataset (q̃q0

1, . . . , q̃q
0
n).

6: Sample {ỹ0
i}

m/2
i=1 a batch from the dataset (ỹ0

1, . . . , ỹ
0
n).

7: Generate “fake” samples {ỹ0,fake
i }

m/2
i=1 :

∀i ∈ J1, . . . ,m/2K, ỹ0,fake
i = GQQ→Y(q̃q0

i ).

8: Generate “fake” samples {q̃q0,fake
i }

m/2
i=1 :

∀i ∈ J1, . . . ,m/2K, q̃q0,fake
i = GY→QQ(ỹ0

i ).
9: Update δQQ, using Adam optimizer and the learning rate αdisc, by computing the

adversarial loss function (Eq. 1) and its gradients with the samples {q̃q0
i }

m/2
i=1 and

{q̃q0,fake
i }

m/2
i=1 . The adversarial loss function must be maximized.

10: Update δY, using Adam optimizer and the learning rate αdisc, by computing the

adversarial loss function (Eq. 1) and its gradients with the samples {ỹ0
i }

m/2
i=1 and

{ỹ0,fake
i }

m/2
i=1 . The adversarial loss function must be maximized.

11: Compute the full loss function (Eq. 6) and its gradients with respect to the parameters
θGQQ→Y

and θGY→QQ
of the generators GQQ→Y and GY→QQ.

12: Update the parameters θGQQ→Y
and θGY→QQ

by minimizing the full loss function,
using Adam optimizer, according to its gradients and the learning rate αgen.

13: Compute (s̃01, . . . , s̃
0
n) the normalized data with a corrected spatial dependence struc-

ture for the calibration period:

∀i ∈ J1, . . . , nK, s̃0i = GQQ→Y(q̃q0
i ).

14: Reorder each 1d-bias corrected dimension from the dataset (qq0
1, . . . ,qq

0
n) according

to its rank structure in the dataset (s̃01, . . . , s̃
0
n) with the Schaake Shuffle method

(Clark et al 2004) to obtain (z01, . . . , z
0
n), the bias correction of (x0

1, . . . ,x
0
n).

15: Compute the estimated energy distance on ranks Ê evaluated between (y0
1, . . . ,y

0
n)

and (z01, . . . , z
0
n).

16: end while

17: Compute (s̃11, . . . , s̃
1
p) the normalized data with a corrected spatial dependence structure

for the projection period:

∀i ∈ J1, . . . , pK, s̃1i = GQQ→Y(q̃q1
i ).

18: Reorder each 1d-bias corrected dimension from the dataset (qq1
1, . . . ,qq

1
p) according to

its rank structure in the dataset (s̃11, . . . , s̃
1
p) with the Schaake Shuffle method to obtain

(z11, . . . , z
1
p), the bias correction of (x1

1, . . . ,x
1
p).
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B Details on the simple architecture of neural networks used in1558

MBC-CycleGAN1559

The simple neural network architectures used for the discriminators and generators con-1560

stituing the MBC-CycleGAN method in this study are described with more details in this1561

appendix.1562

B.1 Architecture of the generators1563

As explained in subsection 3.3.2, skip connections are used in the architecture of the gen-1564

erators to ease the training process. Skip connections permit to provide information to a1565

given layer that comes not only from the direct previous layer, but also from other upstream1566

convolution layers in the architecture. Skipping over layers permits to avoid vanishing gra-1567

dients issues, which is a problem that can make the network hard to train. All layers except1568

the first one have leaky rectified linear unit (leaky-ReLu) activation functions defined as:1569

y =

{
x if x ≥ 0,
αx otherwise,

with α = 0.2. Dropout regularization, that refers to ignoring neurons1570

chosen at random during training, is used after the second and third 2D convolutional lay-1571

ers to prevent from overfitting. The probability used for dropout is 0.4. A summary of the1572

simple neural network architecture used for the generators in described below in Table B1.1573

Table B1: The architecture of the generators used in the MBC-CycleGAN
network.

Layer Layer name Filter Stride Size Output Size

1 Input layer n.a. n.a. 28× 28× 1

2 Conv2D 3× 3× 64 (1, 1) 28× 28× 64

3
Conv2D 3× 3× 128 (2, 2) 14× 14× 128

Leaky ReLU + Dropout n.a. n.a. 14× 14× 128

4
Conv2D 3× 3× 256 (2, 2) 7× 7× 256

Leaky ReLU + Dropout n.a. n.a. 7× 7× 256

5
Conv2DTranspose 4× 4× 128 (2, 2) 14× 14× 128

Skip connection (Layer 3)
n.a. n.a. 14× 14× 128

+ Leaky ReLU

6
Conv2DTranspose 4× 4× 64 (2, 2) 28× 28× 64

Skip connection (Layer 2)
n.a. n.a. 28× 28× 64

+ Leaky ReLU

7
Conv2D 1× 1× 1 (1, 1) 28× 28× 1

Skip connection (Layer 1)
n.a. n.a. 28× 28× 1

+ Leaky ReLU

B.2 Architecture of the discriminators1574

A summary of the simple neural network architecture used for the discriminators is described1575

below in Table B2.1576
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Table B2: The architecture of the discriminators used in the MBC-CycleGAN
network.

Layer Layer name Filter Stride Size Output Size

1 Input layer n.a. n.a. 28× 28× 1

2
Conv2D 3× 3× 64 (2, 2) 14× 14× 64

Leaky ReLU + Dropout n.a. n.a. 14× 14× 64

3
Conv2D 3× 3× 128 (2, 2) 7× 7× 128

Leaky ReLU + Dropout n.a. n.a. 7× 7× 128

4 Flatten n.a. n.a. 6272

5 Dense + sigmöıd 1 n.a. 1

C Methodology for the generation of IPSLbis1577

For the generation of IPSLbis data, a two-step procedure is developed to construct, from1578

IPSL data, climate data that present marginal and spatial changes that are in line with1579

those from references between the calibration and projection periods. In order to stay with1580

comparable changes as those from LR SAFRAN, LR SAFRAN changes are reproduced. We1581

recall that, for the calibration period, IPSL and IPSLbis data are strictly identical. The1582

two-step procedure is only used to produce alternative climate data for the projection perid.1583

C.1 Marginal changes with CDF-t1584

The first step of the procedure consists in producing time series for the projection period of1585

IPSLbis by taking into account marginal changes of LR SAFRAN with the 1d-BC named1586

CDFt (Vrac et al 2012). Initially, CDF-t is a version of univariate quantile mapping method1587

designed to correct at each individual grid cell marginal properties of climate simulations1588

outputs during the calibration and the projection period according to the data from the ref-1589

erence observed during calibration. CDF-t, by defining a specific transfer function, has been1590

conceived to take into account the potential simulated changes of univariate distributions1591

from the calibration to the projection period in order to produce the adjusted data such1592

that the marginal changes are in line with those from the simulations. While, traditionally,1593

this quantile-mapping approach is used to find, in a bias correction context, a mathemat-1594

ical transformation allowing to go from simulations to references, we here applied CDF-t1595

to go from “large scale” references (LR SAFRAN) to simulations for future periods. By1596

proceeding this way, the produced time series are projected distributions in the domain of1597

IPSL simulations that have been obtained while taking into account the potential evolution1598

of CDFs of the LR SAFRAN dataset between the calibration and projection periods. By1599

concatenating times series from IPSL for the calibration period and those obtained from the1600

CDF-t method for the projection period, new climate times series are obtained, presenting1601

marginal distributions changes in line with those from references.1602

C.2 Spatial changes with a matrix-recorrelation technique1603

The second step consists in deriving a spatial dependence structure for the projection pe-1604

riod such that spatial changes of LR SAFRAN are reproduced. To do so, we take advantage1605

of a matrix-recorrelation technique used for the MBC method presented in Bárdossy and1606

Pegram (2012) to impose to climate data a specific spatial dependence structure for the pro-1607

jection period. Our methodology is summarized in Table C1. It consists in first projecting1608
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individually each variable of both IPSL simulations and LR SAFRAN during calibration1609

and projection periods to the univariate normal distribution with a Gaussian quantile map-1610

ping method. This “Gaussianization” step is particularly suited for variables with mixed1611

distributions such as precipitation (composed of wet and dry events). Computing Pearson1612

correlation matrices on such Gaussianized data instead of raw data permits to better describe1613

its dependence structure. Thus, Pearson correlation matrices of the different Gaussianized1614

data are computed. They are respectively denoted as CI,C , CI,P , C
(bis)
I,C , C

(bis)
I,P , CS,C , CS,P1615

for IPSL during calibration, IPSL during projection, IPSLbis during calibration, IPSLbis1616

during projection, LR SAFRAN during calibration and LR SAFRAN during projection.1617

Additionnaly, let rI,C , rI,P , r
(bis)
I,C , r

(bis)
I,P , rS,C , rS,P denote one of their entry. Note that by1618

construction, CI,C is the same as C
(bis)
I,C and that C

(bis)
I,P is unknown. Assessing the changes1619

of LR SAFRAN spatial correlations between calibration and projection periods is now re-1620

quired to derive the spatial dependence structure of IPSLbis for the projection period. A1621

simple approach to determine r
(bis)
I,P , the correlation of the Gaussianized data of IPSLbis for1622

projection, would be to compute it based on the difference of correlations from Gaussianized1623

LR SAFRAN data such as r
(bis)
I,P = rI,C + rS,P − rS,C . However, computing r

(bis)
I,P this way1624

can lead to obtain correlation values that are out of range, i.e. being greater than 1 or less1625

than -1, which is not appropriate.1626

From Bárdossy and Pegram (2012), given rI,C , rS,C , rS,P , one can derive rIbP using1627

Fisher-Z transformation (Fisher 1915) as following:1628

r
(bis)
I,P =

(1+rS,P )

(1+rS,C)
(1 + rI,C)−

(1−rS,P )

(1−rS,C)
(1− rI,C)

(1+rS,P )

(1+rS,C)
(1 + rI,C) +

(1−rS,P )

(1−rS,C)
(1− rI,C)

. (C1)

Fisher-Z transformation permits to transform a bounded random variable to another1629

random variable that can be assumed to be Normal, and for which additive correction1630

can be performed (see Mehrotra and Sharma (2019) for the derivation of Eq. C1). By1631

deriving this way all the new correlation coefficients, the potential changes in correlations in1632

the Gaussianized LR SAFRAN data are preserved and the Pearson correlation matrix for1633

Gaussianized IPSLbis during the projection period is obtained.1634

Now that the Pearson correlation matrix, C
(bis)
I,P , is computed, a combination of “decor-1635

relation” and “recorrelation” steps using decompositions of correlation matrices through sin-1636

gular value decomposition (SVD, Beltrami 1873; Jordan 1874a,b; Stewart 1993) is applied1637

on the Gaussianized data of IPSL during projection period, forcing its Pearson correlation1638

matrix to be exactly the same as the Pearson correlation matrix, C
(bis)
I,P . The new depen-1639

dence structure for IPSLbis is obtained. Finally, a reordering of time series from CDF-t1640

outputs according to this new dependence structure is performed using the Schaake Shuffle1641

method to obtain IPSLbis data for the projection period.1642
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Table C1: Summary of the different steps used to construct the spatial de-
pendence structure of IPSLbis.

Methodology step IPSL IPSLbis LR SAFRAN
calib. | proj. proj. calib. | proj.

0. Input data IC | IP SC | SP

1. Gaussianization GI,C | GI,P GS,C | GS,P

2. Pearson corr. CI,C | CI,P
C

(bis)
I,P CS,C | CS,P

(see Eq. C1)

3. Square root matrix
U

(for C
(bis)
I,P )

4. Inverse square root
T

(for CI,P )

5. Decorr.-recorr.
G

(bis)
I,P =

GI,P × T × U

6. Reorder marginals I
(bis)
P
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D Spatial correlation changes analysis1643

We present a spatial changes analysis to provide a better picture of the properties of the1644

climate data in terms of changes between the calibration and projection periods. As a1645

reminder, IPSLbis data are generated using the two-step procedure described in Appendix C1646

such that its marginal and dependence changes are in line with those from LR SAFRAN (and1647

therefore SAFRAN) for the projection period. Fig. S3 displays scatterplots of differences1648

between Spearman spatial correlations of temperature and precipitation evaluated for all1649

pairwise combinations of sites, computed for the calibration (1979-2005) and the projection1650

(2006-2016) period, respectively. Scatterplots compares differences of Spearman correlation1651

with respect to those from LR SAFRAN. It permits one to visually verify if changes in the1652

spatial dependence structure are in line to those from references at large-scale. Using rank1653

correlation here permits to measure in isolation the spatial dependence between two sites1654

rid of their marginal properties. Figures for the analysis of marginal changes - in particular,1655

mean and standard deviation changes - are also displayed in Figs. S4 and S5 for information1656

purposes only. As expected, changes in spatial correlations from SAFRAN references are1657

(partially) in agreement with those from LR SAFRAN for both temperature (Fig. S3a) and1658

precipitation (Fig. S3d). Concerning changes in the IPSL simulations, simulated changes1659

of spatial correlations for temperature (Fig. S3b) are globally in line with those from LR1660

SAFRAN, highlighting the ability of the climate model to provide appropriate temperature1661

changes in spatial structure between the calibration and the projection periods. However,1662

conclusions are quite different for precipitation, for which simulated changes are not in1663

agreement at all with those from the reference at large scale (Fig. S3e). Hence, IPSL model1664

presents discrepancy of changes for precipitation with respect to LR SAFRAN (and thus,1665

SAFRAN references), that could potentially affect the quality of the correction depending1666

on how MBC-CycleGAN accounts for these changes in its correction procedure. Concerning1667

the results for IPSLbis, changes for both temperature (Fig. S3c) and precipitation (Fig. S3f)1668

are similar to those from LR SAFRAN, confirming that the two-step methodology used to1669

impose to IPSL specific changes of spatial correlations is appropriate here.1670



Figures

Figure 1

(a) Topographic map of France with the selected region over Paris in a box, (b-c) temperature and (d-e)
precipitation daily mean computed at each grid cell during winter over the 1979-2016 period for Paris.
Results are shown for SAFRAN reference and plain IPSL outputs.



Figure 2

(a) Illustration of the adversarial training for the mapping function GXY, associated with the adversarial
discriminator DY. DY encourages GXY to generate outputs that are indistinguishable from the probability
distribution of Y. A similar adversarial training is used for GYX using DX (not presented in this figure). In
CycleGAN architectures, the mappings GXY and GYX are enforced to be cycle-consistent, i.e., (b) if an
initial image from X is translated using GXY and back again using GYX, the initial image should be



obtained. (c) In addition, to ensure that images from X that already seem to be drawn from the
distribution of Y are not modified too much, the identity property is used by enforcing GXY applied to
images from Y to resemble to initial inputs from Y (and vice versa for GYX). In our study, samples from X
and Y are replaced by QQ outputs and references, respectively.

Figure 3

Flowchart for the MBC-CycleGAN method to adjust climate simulations for the projection period.



Figure 4

Scheme of the convolutional neural networks for the (a) generators and (b) discriminators used in this
study within the MBC-CycleGAN procedure. For each convolutional and transpose convolutional layers,
the number of filters used is indicated by the third coordinate of their output size.



Figure 5

Values of the energy distances with respect to SAFRAN reference for temperature computed on (a-b)
physical values and (c-d) ranks during the training of MBC-CycleGAN. Results are shown for the different
datasets involved in (a, c) the Perfect Prognosis approach and (b, d) the MOS approach. Please note that
results of QQ and low-resolution SAFRAN (resp. IPSL) for ranks are the same. Red and orange lines are
therefore superim-posed in (c) (resp. (d)). This remark also applies for Raw-CycleGAN (blue line) and
MBC-CycleGAN (green line).



Figure 6

Mean differences for (c, e, g, i) temperature and relative mean differences for (d, f, h, j) precipitation
computed at each grid cell be-tween SAFRAN reference and the different datasets (plain IPSL, QQ, MBC-
CycleGAN-PP and MBC-CycleGAN-MOS outputs) during winter over the projection period. Note that the
color scales between panels (c, e, g, i) and (d, f, h, j) are not the same to better emphasize intensities of



values for the two physical variables. Maps of daily mean for SAFRAN references are also shown for (a)
temperature and (b) precipitation.

Figure 7

Boxplots of mean squared errors of Pearson spatial correlations computed at each grid cell for (a)
temperature and (b) precipitation over the projection period. Results are shown for plain IPSL, QQ, MBC-
CycleGAN-PP and MBC-CycleGAN-MOS outputs.



Figure 8

Mean differences for temperature with SAFRAN reference for BC methods using as inputs (b, e, h, k, n)
IPSL, (c, f, i, l, o) IPSLbis and (d, g, j, m, p) LR SAFRAN data. Results are shown during winter over the
projection period for IPSL, IPSLbis, LR SAFRAN, QQ, MBC-CycleGAN, Spatial-R2D2 and Spatial-dOTC
datasets. The map of daily mean for SAFRAN references is also shown for temperature (a).



Figure 9

Boxplots of mean squared errors of Pearson spatial correlations computed at each grid cell for (a)
temperature and (b) precipitation over the projection period. Results are shown for IPSL, IPSLbis, LR
SAFRAN, QQ, MBC-CycleGAN, Spatial-R2D2 and Spatial-dOTC datasets.



Figure 10

Values of the estimated energy distances with respect to the reference SAFRAN for temperature (a-b) and
precipitation (c-d) computed on physical values (a, c) and ranks (b, d) during the projection period.
Results are presented for IPSL, IPSLbis, LR SAFRAN, QQ, MBC-CycleGAN, Spatial-R2D2 and Spatial-dOTC
outputs. Estimates are evaluated using a bootstrap method (1000 replicates) that independently samples
with replacement the daily fields from datasets. Note that same sequences of random days (i.e., same



sampled days) are used to estimate values of energy distance for the different datasets. Error bars shows
90% bootstrap sampling intervals.

Figure 11

Differences of order 1 Pearson autocorrelation for temperature with SAFRAN reference for BC methods
using as inputs (b, e, h, k, n) IPSL, (c, f, i, l, o) IPSLbis and (d, g, j, m, p) LR SAFRAN data. Results are
shown during winter over the projection period for IPSL, IPSLbis, LR SAFRAN, QQ, MBC-CycleGAN, Spatial-



R2D2 and Spatial-dOTC datasets. The map of order 1 Pearson autocorrelation for SAFRAN references is
also shown for temperature (a).
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